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CHAPTER ONE 


 


1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL ORIENTATION 


 


1.1. INTRODUCTION 


 


Local Government is a key role-player in the development process of South 


Africa. The transformation process aimed at establishing non-racial and viable 


municipalities is a crucial strategic move towards enabling Local Government to 


its development role. Major steps of this transformation process were providing a 


clear and motivating policy framework through the White Paper on Local 


Government; the re-demarcation process which resulted in more viable 


municipalities; and providing a new legal framework for local government by 


launching the Municipal Structures Act No 117 of 1998 (1998), the Municipal 


Systems Act No 32 of 2000 (2000) and the Municipal Finance Management Act 


No 56 of 2003 (2003).  


 


With the Local Government elections held on 5 December 2000, the transitional 


phase came to an end and the Local Government System can now operate on 


a solid basis. Integrated Development Planning (IDP) is one of the key tools for 


Local Government to cope with its new developmental role. The Integrated 


Development Planning process is meant to arrive at decisions on issues such 


as municipal budgets, land management, promotion of local economic 


development and institutional transformation in a consultative, systematic, 


strategic and integrated manner (Lynelle, 1997: 7-12).  


 


The South African democracy has embarked on the second decade after April 


2004. One of the main tasks of this second decade of freedom relates to 


preparations for the next term of Local Government which has to start early 2006. 


Key amongst such preparations is the need to deal with the credibility and 


reliability of Municipal Integrated Development Plans. The Integrated 
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Development Plan is developed in a cycle form. The council which is elected into 


office for a term of five years has to develop its own Integrated Development 


Plan. This Integrated Development Plan has to be reviewed annually throughout 


the term of council. This current round of Integrated Development Planning 


review that already started in the beginning of the financial year in July 2004 is 


the last one in the current term of municipal council. It is also significant as it is 


the first one to set the tone for implementation across the country in the second 


decade of democracy under the five year national Medium Term Strategic 


Framework (MTSF). 


  


Local Government elections will be taking place very soon, in late 2005 or early 


2006, depending on the announcement of the date by the Minister of the 


Department of Provincial and Local Government. This will put new Councillors in 


place in municipalities. It is critical that robust Integrated Development Plans 


guide the transition and inform the new local government Councillors. This will 


enable greater stability and continuity for local communities and provide 


predictability and certainty for medium and long term public and private sector 


investment within district and metropolitan areas (Department of Provincial and 


Local Government, 2004: 1-9). 


 


This chapter describes among other things the research design and methodology 


that was followed for the collection, recording, analyzing and interpretation of 


data in this study. The chapter starts with the problem statement, motivation for 


the study and ends up with a brief discussion of research design, followed by a 


description of the qualitative research approach, population and sampling, data 


collection procedures and data analysis procedures. 


  


The researcher decided to use unstructured interviews, participant observation 


and documentation methods for collecting data directly from the respondents. 


The researcher also resorted to the explanation of how each method has been 
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employed. Data collection techniques were explained and analyzed. The final 


conclusion summed up the critical issues raised.                                                         


 


1.2.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 


 


The focal point of the problem here is whether there is a role and effectiveness 


for Integrated Development Planning for service delivery to improve the lives of 


people. The other problem is the municipality which is unable to link the 


Integrated Development Planning projects for service delivery with the municipal 


budget. Currently the municipality does not have monthly budget targets which 


link each service delivery output in the Integrated Development Plan to the 


budget of the District Municipality, thus providing credible management 


information and a detailed plan on how the municipality will provide such 


services.  


 


One of the most important and basic priorities for any municipality is to collect all 


its revenue as projected in the budget. The failure to collect all such revenue will 


undermine the ability of the District Municipality to deliver on services. Currently 


the municipality is unable to institute measures to achieve targets for its sources 


of revenue. A very critical problem of the Integrated Development Planning 


process today is to link planning to the municipal budgets that is allocation of 


internal or external funding to the identified projects. This affects the Integrated 


Development Planning in ensuring that it directs the development and 


implementation of the projects. It is very common to find that the projects 


identified in the Integrated Development Planning for implementation within a 


certain timeframe are not implemented or are not completed because of shortage 


of financial resources resulting from a lack of accurate financial projections by the 


municipality. This makes most projects in most Integrated Development Plans to 


be wish lists. The main objective of the Integrated Development Planning, to 


deliver services to the communities, is not realized and it also raises the 


expectations of the communities unnecessarily.  
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1.3. MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 


 


The researcher was motivated by the fact that every year there is a problem in 


the implementation of some projects which are in the reviewed Integrated 


Development Planning document of that particular year. There is a need for 


investigating the practicality of aligning the Integrated Development Planning 


processes with the budget. In order to avoid raising the expectations of the 


community by promising them the projects which the District Municipality will be 


unable to perform, indeed, the Integrated Development Planning should be 


aligned with the budget. The challenge is that the municipal budgets are also 


informed by estimates that the particular municipality will make in terms of its 


collection of revenue in that particular year.  


 


If that particular municipality fails to raise the estimated amount of money, it 


means that some of the projects will not be implemented during that particular 


year. The only projects which could have a hundred percent chance of being 


implemented are those in grants such as the Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 


although there are still capacity challenges to spend those funds. This also raises 


serious concerns about the financial viability and self sustainability of the District 


Municipality. The serious challenge faced by municipalities today is that of 


revenue collection and cost recovery on those projects implemented from grants. 


The financial viability of many municipalities is seriously threatened. This is the 


main issue which motivated the researcher to conduct this study. 


 


1.4.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 


 


This study endeavored to answer the following research questions: 


 


 Is there a role and effectiveness of the Integrated Development Planning 


in Vhembe District Municipality on service delivery? 
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 Is there a significant improvement of municipal services since the 


introduction of the Integrated Development Planning processes in the year 


2000? 


 Is the Integrated Development Planning of Vhembe District Municipality 


linked to the budget? 


 


1.5.  AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 


 


(a) Aim: 


 


The aim of this study is to investigate the role and effectiveness of Integrated 


Development Planning in Vhembe District Municipality. 


 


(b) Specific Objectives: 


 


 To investigate how Integrated Development Planning impact on service 


delivery. 


 To suggest possible solutions as to how Integrated Development Planning 


could be strengthened to address service delivery constraints and 


challenges. 


 To evaluate means of establishing linkages between the Integrated 


Development Planning and the budget.  


 


1.6. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 


 


 Cooperative Governance: 


 


 A type of governance enshrined in the Constitution, where different parts of 


each sphere of government work together cooperatively, according to a set of 


basic policies (Lynelle, 1997: 12). In the context of this study, corporate 


governance is very important because for the Integrated Development Plans 
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to become effective, all the spheres of government need to work together. 


National and provincial sector departments need to come together and 


participate in Integrated Development Planning at a district and local 


municipality level.   


 


 Cost Recovery: 


 


Income received from the direct sale of services or in any other way directly 


associated with the operation of a service (Department of Provincial and 


Local Government, 2000, 45). In order for municipality to implement all the 


projects in its Integrated Development Plan, all the anticipated funds in their 


budget need to be recovered by means of applying a proper revenue 


collection mechanism. This means that if those funds are not recovered, 


some of the projects in the Integrated Development Plan could not be 


implemented. On the other hand, services can not be delivered to the 


communities free of charge. The money collected from the delivery of a 


particular service can be used to extend the infrastructure to other areas 


which do not have the necessary infrastructure.   


 


 Cost Variance: 


 


According to National Treasury (2004: 8), cost variance is defined as a 


technique for recording the difference between the budgeted cost of the work 


performed and the actual work. This is necessary to check the performance of 


service delivery plans. If the variance is high it means that the implementation 


of the particular project is not going on well. This can enable early detection of 


the problem and it can also lead to promoting early interventions.    
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 Democratization: 


 


Democratization is defined by South African Local Government Association 


(2001:23) as transformation of decision-making processes, in support of that 


which is people-driven. In South Africa, the whole process of Integrated 


Development Planning has been democratized. The whole process is people 


driven in the sense that the communities need to be represented in order to 


participate fully in the development planning of their areas.  


 


 Empowerment: 


 


 A process that strengthens and improves the capacity of disadvantaged 


citizens; increasing their ability to participate meaningfully in activities such as 


the Integrated Development Planning process (Department of Constitutional 


Development Report, 1998: 99). Integrated Development Planning is one 


form of empowering the disadvantaged communities in order to strengthen 


and improve their lives.   


 


 Integrated Development Plan: 


 


A plan required by the Local Government Municipal Systems Act (32, 2000) 


involving planning for a range of issues, and sectors, with various role 


players, including the community and other tiers of government (McKay, 


2001: 42). This study shall look at the Integrated Development Planning 


process as well as the Integrated Development Plans in relation to Vhembe 


District Municipality.  


 


 Outsource: 


 


Department of Local Government and Housing (2000: 67), defines 


outsourcing as the use of external expertise and skills for specific tasks as 
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required and when it is feasible to do so. Many infrastructure projects in the 


Integrated Development Plans are outsourced to external service providers 


for implementation. Lack of capacity of those external service providers can 


also lead to ineffectiveness of the Integrated Development Plans.  


 


 Prioritization: 


 


It refers both to a principle and a process. As a principle it refers to the idea of 


putting first things first. It is concerned with what is most important. As a 


process it refers to the act of testing problems, issues, goals and objectives 


so that they could be ranked in order of importance (South African Local 


Government Association, 2001: 81). In the context of Integrated Development 


Planning, prioritization is used in order to ensure the economy, efficiency and 


effectiveness on the utilization of the scarce resources. This will make the 


most important and urgent projects to be implemented first.  


 


 Viability: 


 


Is the ability to run efficiently and productively. Hence a viable municipality is 


the one that does not spend more than it can afford to, but will commit its 


resources as planned and as effectively as possible (National Treasury, 2004: 


6). This principle is very important in the implementation of the Integrated 


Development Plans.  


 


1.7. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 


 


The significance of this study is to: 


 


 Contribute in assisting the municipalities to link their Integrated 


Development Plans with their budgets. 
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 Outline values of the Integrated Development Planning in community 


development. 


  Provide orientation for the communities to understand the Integrated 


Development Planning processes. 


 Have a contribution of knowledge about how Integrated Development 


Planning could best be implemented as it is a new concept in South 


Africa. 


                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   


1.8.  RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     


 


1.8.1. Research Design 


 


The researcher has followed the qualitative case study research design. The 


term Case Study pertains to the fact that a limited number of units of analysis 


(often only one), such as an individual, group or an institution, are studied 


intensively. In Case Studies we are directed towards understanding the 


uniqueness of a particular case in all its complexity. Usually the objective of a 


case study is to investigate the dynamics of some single bounded system, 


typically of a social nature, for an example, an organization or an institution. 


When we investigate a group or institution, we often conduct a field work, 


conducting the investigation on the spot under natural circumstances of the 


specific case (Welman and Kruger, 2001: 182 – 183). A particular case chosen 


for this study is therefore Vhembe District Municipality.  


 


It is stated above the study was also qualitative in nature. According to Babbie & 


Mouton (2000: 270-272), qualitative research refers to the generic research 


approach in social research according to which research takes the insider 


perspective on social action as its point of departure. Leedey (1985:107), states 


that, qualitative research always attempts to study human action from the 


perspective of social actors themselves. Qualitative research method was most 


suitable for this study because it studied the attitudes and behaviour best 
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understood within their natural settings and the research was not conducted in 


artificial settings of experiments and surveys. This means that the researcher 


visited, observed and interviewed the respondents in their natural work places. 


 


1.8.2. Population and Sampling 


 


The full set of cases from which a sample is taken is called the population. 


According to Babbie and Mouton (2000: 100), the population for the study is that 


group, usually of  people, about whom we want to draw conclusions. In this study 


the population was the representatives of the stakeholders for Integrated 


Development Planning in Vhembe District Municipality. According to the 


Department of Provincial and Local Government’s Integrated Development 


Planning Guide III (2000: 45- 55), this should include the Councilors, Ward 


Committee Members, Representatives of Non-Governmental Organizations 


(NGOs), Community Based Organizations (CBOs), Businesses and Organized 


Business, Organized Labor, Officials from National and Provincial Government 


Departments in the District and the Municipal Officials. The above mentioned 


stakeholders are represented in the Integrated Development Planning 


Representative Forum of Vhembe District Municipality which is supposed to meet 


regularly during the Integrated Development Planning review processes. 


 


In sampling the term population is not used in its normal sense. This is because 


the full sets of cases are not necessarily people.  For all research questions 


where it would be impracticable for the researcher to survey the whole population 


he/she needs to select a sample (Leedey 1985:107). This is what the researcher 


did in this research.  


 


In this research, the researcher have used purposive sampling technique. This is 


the most important kind of non-probability sampling where the researchers rely 


on their experience, ingenuity or previous research findings to deliberately find 


the unit of analysis in such a manner that the sample they obtain may be 
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regarded as being representative of the relevant population. That is why for the 


assessment of the role and effectiveness of the Integrated Development 


Planning on service delivery in Vhembe District Municipality, the researcher has 


decided to interview only a sample of opinion makers. This were the leaders of 


the following groups: Councillors, Ward Committee Members, Non-Governmental 


Organizations (NGOs), Community Based Organizations (CBOs), Businesses 


and Organized Business, Organized Labor, Officials from National and Provincial 


Departments in the District and the Municipal Officials.   


 


The population in this study comprises two main groups. The first one is 


composed of Government Officials from the national and provincial spheres of 


government who participate in the Integrated Development Planning 


representative forum including the ones from  the District Municipality itself. The 


second one is composed of Members of the Community who also participate in 


the Integrated Development Planning representative forum. This is why the 


researcher separated the population into two groups which are the Government 


Officials and Members of Community. After that, the researcher made a 


purposive sampling from each of the individual groups.  


 


According to Saunders et al (2003: 150-151), whatever the researcher’s research 


questions and objectives are, he will need to collect data to answer them. If the 


researcher collects and analyzes data from every possible case or group 


member, this is termed a census and not a sample. They are supported by Bailey 


(1982: 81), who states that researchers would ideally like to study the entire 


population or universe, to give more weight to their findings, but usually it 


becomes impossible.  


 


1.8.3. Data Collection Methods 


 


According to Welman and Kruger (2001: 183), as far as the research procedure 


itself is concerned, participant observation and unstructured interviews are 
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usually used in the case study, but in some instances even a descriptive 


statistics may be appropriate. In unstructured interview, the researcher usually 


obtains individuals with whom to conduct unstructured interviews by means of 


purposive or snowball sampling. Often, preference is given to key informants 


who, on account of their position and experience, have more information than 


regular group members and/or are better able to articulate this information.  


 


This study used unstructured interviews as its major data collection method, 


although participant observation and documentation were also used where it was 


seen to be appropriate.  


 


(a) Unstructured Interviews 


 


As indicated above, the researcher used unstructured interviews as the main 


data collection method in this research. It has been argued by Welman and 


Kruger (2001: 187) that unstructured interviews are usually employed in 


explorative research to identify important variables in a particular area; to 


formulate penetrating questions on them; and to generate hypothesis for further 


investigation.   


 


The researcher compiled two different interview schedules which only served as 


guides to respond to questions. Interview schedule A for Government Officials of 


Vhembe District Municipality consisted of ten questions . Interview schedule B for 


Members of the Community having ten questions. The identified two groups of 


respondents play a vital part in the role and effectiveness of the Integrated 


Development Planning in service delivery in Vhembe District Municipality.  


 


 Government officials of Vhembe District Municipality were included 


because they are the coordinators of the District-wide Integrated 


Development Planning review processes. They, from day to day interact 


with stakeholders and officials of the municipality regarding the review 
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and implementation of Integrated Development Plans. District municipality 


Integrated Development Planning should be aligned to that of the local 


municipalities in terms of projects. Local municipalities review their 


Integrated Development Plans guided by a framework developed in the 


District Municipality. Funding of some of the projects in local 


municipalities is located in the District Municipality. It is therefore 


important to find out how officials are carrying out the integration of the 


whole process. 


 


 Members of Community in the Integrated Development Planning 


representative forum were chosen because projects in the Integrated 


Development Plans are informed by their inputs and they are targeted at 


improving the lives of the people they represent. Priorities in the 


Integrated Development Planning review are based on the participation of 


these stakeholders in the Integrated Development Planning review 


processes. 


 


During the conduction of interviews the researcher experienced some 


challenges. Some respondents were reluctant of coming up with honest 


responses in fear of victimization. Some government officials were uncomfortable 


to come up with honest facts in areas where it seemed the municipality was 


failing in terms of delivering the services to the people.  


 


(a) Participant Observation 


 


Besides unstructured interviews, participant observation method was also used 


for collecting data. As a result, the processes of Integrated Development 


Planning review were observed. This was done by means of attending the 


Integrated Development Planning stakeholder meetings, visiting the government 


officials while they were doing their work and by also going to the field to observe 


different Integrated Development Planning projects. Through participant 
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observation method the researcher rated participants in terms of rater’s collection 


of the participant behaviour. This meant that in this observation technique the 


researcher was the measuring instrument. In this study the researcher analyzed 


and checked the attitude of stakeholders towards the role and effectiveness of 


Integrated Development Planning on service delivery in Vhembe District 


Municipality.  


 


The researcher assessed in particular, the Integrated Development Planning 


review environment, behaviour of stakeholders, Integrated Development 


Planning review methods and strategies, budgeting processes, assessment 


techniques and general comments of everybody involved. The researcher also 


went further to observed and made an assessment of some of the Integrated 


Development Planning projects within the district.  


 


The researcher checked the attitude and behaviour of people during the 


Integrated Development Planning representative forum meetings. He also 


observed managers, project beneficiaries, Councillors and general stakeholders 


participating in the Integrated Development Planning review processes of 


Vhembe District Municipality. According to Babbie & Mouton (2000: 293 – 294) 


there are five types of issues we may wish to observe which were also used by 


the researcher. The following major types of observation data were mentioned:  


 


 Exterior physical signs (clothing, radios, church services, consumables, 


etc.) 


 Expressive movement (eye movements, facial expressions, bodily 


movements, posture, etc.) 


 Physical location (the setting you are observing, people’s personal space 


etc.) 


 Language behaviour (stuttering, slips of the tongue, topics of discussion 


etc.) 
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 Duration (how long is the person you are observing engaged in what he 


or she is doing?) 


 


The researcher made use of note taking in the process of observation. He also 


prepared standard recording forms in advance to make note taking easier. One 


of the biggest advantages of participant observation according to Babbie & 


Mouton (2000: 293 – 294) is that the researcher can do it anywhere. It is 


important to remember that in participant observation it is vital that the researcher 


makes full and accurate notes of what is observed. This was seriously taken into 


consideration when the researcher was conducting his data collection. The 


challenge experienced by the researcher in this method of data collection is that 


whenever the respondents realize that they are being observed, they tried to 


behave differently in an unnatural manner.  


 


(b) Documentation 


 


The researcher has consulted selected documents such as the Integrated 


Development Plans, Member of the Executive Committee (MEC) comments and 


assessment reports and the municipal budget. All those documents contain very 


important information the researcher needed to answer some crucial research 


questions. According to Saunders et al (2003: 190 – 191) documentary 


secondary data are often used in research projects that also use primary data 


collection methods. Documentary secondary data include written documents 


such as notices, correspondence, minutes of meetings, reports, diaries, 


transcripts of speeches and administrative and public records.  


 


1.8.4. Data Analysis Procedure 


    


Saunders et al (2003: 327) states that data analysis is the process of 


systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field notes and 


other materials that can accumulate to increase the researcher’s own 
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understanding of them and enable him/her to present what he/she  discovered to 


others. Data collected was qualitative in nature and therefore the presentation 


and analysis of data was mainly explanatory. This was done in order to explain 


why there is an improvement or why there is no improvement in service delivery 


during the implementation of the Integrated Development Plans. The eventual 


analysis of the information obtained from unstructured interviews was based on 


the interviewer’s records . The researcher has taken notes of the participants’ 


responses and wrote a more complete report afterwards. On the bases of 


reporting of individual’s experiences, the researcher attempted to capture 


accurately the essence of the contents and of the recurring themes that bind 


them together. Descriptive statistics and documentation were also used where it 


was seen to be appropriate. This is why data analysis was also supported by 


frequency distribution graphs and percentages informed by data filtering 


techniques. 


 


1.9. CONCLUSION 


 


This chapter served to describe the introduction and general orientation of the 


study. This was composed of the problem statement, motivation for the study, 


research questions, aims and objectives, definition of concepts and research 


design and methodology. The following chapters will deal with literature survey, 


data presentation and analysis as well as conclusions and recommendations.  
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CHAPTER TWO 


 


 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 


            


2.1. INTRODUCTION 


 


A considerable amount of literary work has been written on the Municipal 


Integrated Development Planning (IDP) and budget. The researcher in this study 


has done literature survey looking at the government legislations, regulations, 


books and journal articles about the role and effectiveness of Integrated 


Development Planning on service delivery. The researcher has also done this 


literature survey looking at what some authors around the world have written 


around the topic.  


 


In this chapter, particular focus is on the presentation of the following aspects 


which required an analysis: International trends in development planning, 


development planning in the apartheid South Africa, historical background of the 


IDP in South Africa, policy and legislative framework which guide and require the 


development and implementation of municipal Integrated Development Plans, 


local agenda 21 and its context in Integrated Development Planning in South 


Africa. Challenges facing the Integrated Development Planning process are also 


highlighted. Challenges which are highlighted include the link between the 


Integrated Development Planning and budget, strategic financial planning and 


management, public participation in the Integrated Development Planning, The 


link between the Integrated Development Planning and the Provincial Growth 


and Development Strategy (PGDS) and the recent practical challenges to service 


delivery.    
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2.2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 


 


2.2.1. International Trends in Development Planning 


 


According to Holland (1978: 11), planning achieved a better allocation of 


resources in West Germany and France during the 1960s. By then planning has 


mastered policy instruments of incentives and financing. This view was earlier on 


reiterated by Brech (1964: 31), who stated that the essential part of a plan is that 


it shows relative positions, not necessarily actual ones. Planning in every free 


society, if it is to be successful requires the support of a positive and active public 


opinion to ensure proper cooperation. The real problem is that the word 


“planning” means different things to different people and often to the same 


people in different contexts. This is supported by Jones (1980: 65) who states 


that any system of relationships, such as a planning system linking central and 


local government, has a variety of purposes built into it because of variety of 


actors involved. 


 


Reddy (1996: 167 – 168), argues that urban and development planning was 


highly centralized. This was influenced by Anglo-Saxon town and country 


planning approach. This is where the traditions and methods of planning 


stemming from the United Kingdom were implanted. This type of planning 


focused on the spatial and physical location of activities and facilities. This meant 


that planners in local authorities often worked with maps to decide where to allow 


schools to be built, where to establish industry, and so on. This was often called 


land-use planning. Often this form of planning involved control rather than 


development.  


 


There is a growing trend towards decentralization throughout the world. 


Internationally, local government has grown in stature and its tasks and mandate 


have broadened considerably. Proponents of strong local governments usually 


welcome the decentralization of powers and functions to the municipal sphere of 
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government. Having a vast array of powers and functions at its disposal allows 


local government to plan for development in a comprehensive manner 


(Lynelle1997: 2 – 12). 


 


However, it is also true that increased decentralization of functions has not been 


matched by a corresponding devolution of finance to local government. This is a 


problem that has universally become known as “unfunded mandates”. 


Decentralization has also become known as a strategy which allows national and 


provincial governments shirk responsibility for crucial delivery by dropping these 


functions to municipalities.  


 


The end of colonialism saw many Third World countries design comprehensive 


development strategies in an attempt to kick-start development in their countries. 


Planning took on a prominent role during this period. National Planning 


Departments were often more powerful than their counterparts in Finance. This 


focus on national development objectives and government-engineered processes 


usually led to top-down planning. The failure of strategies like these has recently 


led to a greater emphasis being placed on local-level planning and initiative. 


Local communities, as well as local government, have increasingly embraced this 


new opportunity (Craythorne 2003: 49 – 50).  


 


According to Coetzee & Graaff (1996: 86) local government throughout the world 


has been encouraged to involve civil society in its affairs to a greater extent. This 


is usually characterized as signifying a shift from “government” to “governance”. 


New approaches to governance are premised on the belief that increased 


community interaction at the local level will lead to a better style of governing, as 


well as improved delivery of services. These new relationships at local level are 


especially important in societies undergoing transformation.    
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2.2.2. Development Planning in Apartheid South Africa (The Apartheid City) 


 


Cameron (1999: 37 – 38) stated that there is no city in the world that is 


completely integrated. All cities are characterized by some degree of racial or 


class segregation, manifested in distinct special forms. South African cities, 


however, are segregated to an extent that is not found anywhere. This is a result 


of years of colonialism, which was later entrenched by apartheid.  


 


The shaping of the apartheid city began long before apartheid came into being. 


The long process of migration from South Africa’s rural areas to cities and towns 


actually began with the growth of the mining industry from the 1950’s. The mining 


industry attracted rural dwellers to the cities because of the prospects of jobs that 


it held. This movement to the cities was also assisted by land dispossession that 


was occurring in rural areas. Most Africans found themselves forced out their 


land as the process of colonialism began to demand greater amounts of land 


coming under colonial aegis (Lynelle:1997: 2 – 12). 


 


Lynelle (1997: 2 – 12), further argued that the 1913 Land Act was the 


cornerstone of this policy, which essentially continued a process of adding land 


to the designated reserves. The measures adopted in the reserves, as well as 


evictions from private farms, created a large landless population. This population 


increasingly drifted to the cities. However, from 1923 onwards, there was a 


system of municipally-controlled passes under the Native Act. These constraints 


resulted into a number of informal settlements being established on the fringes of 


cities. In addition, little housing was constructed during the period between the 


two World Wars. This led to extreme overcrowding in the designated African 


locations. This resulted into a series of land invasions and other forms of informal 


urbanization. Therefore, even before the apartheid government took over in 


1948, there was a whole range of problems associated with the overcrowding 


and informal residence. The inadequate urbanization policy that existed at this 
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point was something that the National Party election manifesto promised to 


attend to.  


 


The National Party came to power in 1948 and immediately devised a homelands 


policy aimed at curbing urbanization. The homelands policy set aside certain land 


(reserves) for Africans. Political rights for Africans were only to be found in these 


homelands. The apartheid government tried to make these homelands attractive 


by initiating industrial decentralization. Industrial decentralization was to act as 


incentive for African labour to remain there. Those Africans who were allowed in 


the cities were regarded as “temporary sojourners” who would ultimately return to 


their allotted places in the reserves (Craythorne 2003: 49 – 50).   


 


It has been argued by Coetzee & Graaff (1996: 86) that, as the urban economy 


also demanded African labour, the National Party designed a national system of 


pass laws to correspond with the homelands policy. Pass laws controlled entry to 


cities which was contingent on the demand for labour within a particular city at 


that specified time. As a result, only individuals were allowed entry to the city. 


The rationale was that the move was a temporary one. Family migration was 


actively discouraged.  


 


To enforce the policy of segregation once Africans were in cities, separate 


townships were created. The 1960s in particular saw a massive growth of 


townships in urban South Africa. These practical initiatives were underpinned by 


strict legislation in the form of the Group Areas Act of 1950 and 1966. During this 


period, the state played a direct role in housing provision, leading to the standard 


housing that today characterizes South African townships. Rent during this 


period was also fairly low. The long distances between the workplaces and home 


engendered by apartheid planning led to transport subsidies being granted to 


African labourers (Cameron 1999: 37 – 38). 
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Lynelle (1997: 2 – 12), argues that, despite the apartheid government’s attempt 


to curb migration to the cities, there was fairly large and permanently settled 


African population in the cities by the 1980s. It had also become clear by then 


that the government could not actually keep up with the rate of urban change. 


Given these developments, the apartheid government adopted a policy of 


“orderly urbanization” in 1986 through its White Paper on Urbanization. This 


policy allowed for expanded, but controlled, African migration into the cities. 


 


Apartheid planning at local level was reinforced by local initiatives, which 


connived to keep races separate. In effect, apartheid created several cities side 


by side within South Africa’s urban areas. These were governed by different local 


authorities, also organized along racial lines. Segregation within urban areas was 


achieved largely through the control over land resources and spatial relations. 


The process of planning itself was a crucial tool which was used to achieve 


apartheid objectives. Racial segregation within the apartheid city took the form of 


separation between residential areas, amenities and economic activity. Black 


townships within the city were further characterized by insufficient land, 


overcrowded housing, minimal service delivery or investment in infrastructure, a 


lack of access to social services, and a lack of formal economic activity 


(Lynelle1997: 2 – 12). 


 


The apartheid city consisted of racial “segments”, each designed to grow 


outwards rather than towards each other in order to avoid inter-racial contact. 


Buffer zones were created to act as barriers between different race groups. 


Buffer zones were usually strips of land, but sometimes also took the form of 


major roads and railways (Craythorne 2003: 49 – 50) 


 


The Central Business District (CBD) was exclusively for white use. In the later 


years of apartheid, Indian CBDs were allowed to grow either within or, more 


often, on the fringes of the apartheid CBD. The CBD itself was surrounded by a 


white residential core. White suburbs in the apartheid city were found near the 
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inner city, while those of other race groups were consigned to the 


periphery(Coetzee & Graaff 1996: 86). 


 
Within the African townships themselves, all housing belonged to the state. Up 


until the 1980s, land and home ownership were strictly prohibited in the African 


townships. In addition, those hostels which had been located in industrial areas, 


were moved to the townships. Trading and other forms of economic activity were 


also strictly controlled under apartheid. Economic activity within African 


townships was severely constrained, with legal restrictions on black business 


until 1977 (Cameron 1999: 37 – 38). 


 


Lynelle (1997: 2 – 12), argues that apartheid also enforced the racial segregation 


of amenities like cinemas, parks, beaches, hotels, bus services, train stations 


and so forth. Apartheid planning distorted urban areas through separating black 


townships from the city center, industrial areas and the wealthy suburbs. There 


were few social amenities and or places to work in these townships. As a result, 


township residents had to travel long distances to access either amenities or their 


work places – a phenomena which persist today. In addition, the provision of 


services like electricity, water, sewerage and so forth were wholly inadequate to 


cope with the number of people living in crowded townships.  


 


This phenomenon will hold particular challenges for post-apartheid cities 


because service provision becomes expensive if the city is sprawling. The 


characteristics of the apartheid city pose special challenges for post-apartheid 


urban reconstruction. In addition to the formidable task of racial integration, the 


apartheid city legacy will affect proper planning, access of the poor to the 


economic and social benefits of the city, the cost of infrastructure, transportation 


systems, home and land ownership, local economies and the ability of 


municipalities to generate sufficient local sources of income (Lynelle1997: 2 – 


12). 
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Urban transformation will require close attention to all the factors mentioned 


above, and needs a broad range of development interventions which must be 


driven by government as a whole. Hence, the problems of South Africa’s urban 


areas are not the responsibility of local government alone.   


 


2.2.3. Development Planning Evolution in South Africa  


 


On the African Continent and in particular, South Africa, the earliest inhabitants – 


the Bushmen and the Hottentots practiced planning in the past centuries, but 


according to needs of different order. Since they were pastoralists, they moved 


about from place to place and built dwellings which could easily be dismantled. 


Consequently they never resided for too long a period in a particular place and 


there was little order in their settlements. However, where there was 


permanency, for example the Zulu royal village in uMgungundlovu, urban 


planning was evident in their way of placing of dwellings, open spaces and right 


of way (Van Wyk 1999: 84). 


 


The second influence was, of course, the Apartheid City discussed ebove. This 


type of planning obliged planners to separate races, particularly as far as places 


of residence were concerned. Cities were therefore planned so that areas were 


set aside for housing black labour. Usually road construction was planned to limit 


access to white areas for residents of townships such as Soweto and Gugulethu. 


The Reconstruction and Development Programme introduced by the African 


National Congress (ANC) government in 1994 had several important implications 


for performing planning functions in local government. It was a useful point of 


departure to refer to the basic principles of programmes which are directed to the 


entire public sector (Reddy 1996: 167-168). 


 
The Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) accorded a major role 


to civil society in the development process. It specified the necessity of mass 


participation in the elaboration and implementation of the RDP, and specifically 
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mentions the important roles that trade unions, Community Based Organizations 


(CBOs), None Governmental Organizations (NGOs) can play, alongside a 


democratic state, in development (Coetzee & Graaff 1996: 345).  


 
According to the RDP many activities of government are best performed by local 


authorities in the interest of efficiency, responsiveness and democratic control. 


The function of development planning should be vested on rural or urban local 


authorities, along with access to needed financial resources. National 


government and sympathetic foreign donors can do a lot in strengthening the 


institutional capacity of local government (Esman 1991: 110 – 111). 


 


Conyers & Hills (1990: 200 – 203) argue about integrated area planning in their 


discussion of development planning. They stated that planning exercise should 


involve all sectors and agencies in the area and should attempt to integrate 


activities within a general framework for the development of the area as a whole. 


Furthermore, the word integrate is used here to mean not only avoiding obvious 


inconsistencies or conflicts within sectors, but in a more positive sense of 


achieving functional and spatial harmony between the activities of different 


sectors and the most effective distribution of resources between agencies. 


 


This was seen during the past few decades when the business community 


realized that in order to control its destiny in a changing political, economic and 


technological environment, more structured formalized planning is required. The 


type of comprehensive planning developed for a business is known as strategic 


planning. Municipalities have adopted Integrated Development Planning as a 


vital tool for planning and development (South African Local Government 


Association, 2001: 4-5).  


 


Since the 1994 democratic elections in South Africa, the responsibilities of local 


government have expanded enormously and emphasis has been placed on the 


developmental role of local government. According to the White Paper on Local 
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Government (1998: 4-5) one of the major challenges facing local government has 


been to address the inequalities and inefficiencies resulting from apartheid 


policies and planning. A new and integrated approach to planning which 


responds to the needs of local communities is seen as a key to accomplishing 


reconstruction, overcoming the skewed spatial policies of the apartheid 


government, and addressing poverty. This was giving effect by section 152 of the 


Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) which states that municipalities need to be 


developmental in nature. 


  


In 1995 the Forum for Effective Planning and Development (FEPD) emphasized 


the fact that  Integrated Development Planning should be a participatory 


approach to integrate economic, sectoral, spatial, social, institutional, 


environmental and fiscal strategies in order to support optimal allocation of 


scarce resources between sectors and geographical areas and across the 


population in a manner that provides sustainable growth, equity and the 


empowerment of the poor and the marginalized. In order to ensure that available 


resources are optimally utilized towards the promotion of sustainable economic 


and social development, with the focus on viable service delivery, municipalities 


must implement the Integrated Development Planning process (South African 


Local Government Association, 2001: 6). 


 


According to Mhone and Odighedi (2003: 186), the theoretical foundation of 


notions of participatory development planning is premised upon and informed by 


influential writings of developmental planning theorists such as Mumford (1968), 


Faludi (1986) and Habermas (1996) who emphasized that local people and the 


community at large should be involved in issues of development planning. The 


Integrated Development Planning in the New South Africa is to ensure integration 


and the undoing of divisions bequeathed by the apartheid state. 
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2.3. POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK GOVERNING  THE IDP 


 


It is an important fact that in the context of what is understood as development, 


there is no explicit requirement in the Constitution for National and Provincial 


government to undertake it although this duty can be inferred from parts of the 


Constitution. The fact that the Constitution does not provide any methodology for 


development planning is immaterial, however, development can be dealt with in 


different legislations, policies and guidelines (Craythorne 2003: 141). Regarding 


local governments, however, section 152 of the Constitution requires that 


municipalities must be developmental in nature. 


 


To facilitate the land development process, the Development Facilitation Act (Act 


67, 1995) placed a responsibility on local authorities to prepare Land 


Development Objectives (LDOs) on an annual basis. The LDOs are guidelines, 


drawn up with the participation of the community, as to how the land under the 


jurisdiction of the local authority will be developed. The LDOs are presented as a 


collection of local planning outputs such as development frameworks, strategies 


and projects. The LDO process is now being incorporated into the Integrated 


Development Planning process wherein the Spatial Development Frameworks 


(SDFs) are developed as part of the sector plans in the Integrated Development 


Plan. 


 


According to Cloete (1997: 38) the comprehensive Development Facilitation Act 


of 1995 (Act 67of 1995), was passed by parliament to consolidate the legislation 


on land and to lay down general principles governing land development. It 


provides for establishment of development tribunals in each province which have 


the power to make decisions and resolve conflicts in respect of land development 


projects. The tribunals are also charged with the responsibility of facilitating the 


formulation and implementation of the Land Development Objectives (LDOs) 
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The White Paper on Local Government (1998: 18), views integrated development 


planning as a way of achieving developmental local government. In terms of this, 


Integrated Development Plans are intended to: 


 


 align scarce resources around agreed policy objectives; 


 ensure integration between sectors within local government; 


 enable alignment between national, provincial and local government; and 


 ensure transparent interaction between municipalities and residents, 


making local government accountable. 


 


The White Paper on Local Government (1998: 18) also outlines policy principles 


that Integrated Development Planning must follow, and develops broad 


guidelines, seeing Integrated Development Plans as instruments of strategic, 


medium term planning, encouraging a multisectoral approach to development.  


 


Since the 1994 democratic elections in South Africa, the responsibilities of local 


government have expanded enormously and emphasis has been placed on the 


developmental role of local government. According to the White Paper on Local 


Government (1998: 4-5) one of the major challenges facing local government has 


been to address the inequalities and inefficiencies resulting from apartheid 


policies and planning. A new and integrated approach to planning which 


responds to the needs of local communities is seen as a key to accomplishing 


reconstruction, overcoming the skewed spatial policies of the apartheid 


government, and addressing poverty.  


 


The Municipal Structures Act of 1998 gave district municipalities the 


responsibility for Integrated Development Planning for the district municipality as 


a whole, including a framework for Integrated Development Plans for all local 


municipalities. They thus have responsibility for inter-local co-ordination, and for 


links with provincial and national departments. While each local municipality and 


the district municipality produces their own plan, and conducts their own 
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participatory processes, the role of the district municipality is to ensure that there 


is a joint district strategy, that the Integrated Development Plans within the 


municipality are aligned with each other, and with the district Integrated 


Development Plan. District municipalities are also responsible for supporting the 


planning activities of local municipalities with limited capacity.  


 


The Municipal Systems Act of 2000 supports this by defining Integrated 


Development Planning as one of the core functions of a municipality, and defines 


minimum requirements for the contents and processes followed in developing an 


Integrated Development Plan. On the other hand, the Act (Municipal Systems Act 


no 32 of 2000) went further to give District Municipalities the responsibility for 


Integrated Development Planning for the District Municipality as a whole, 


including a framework for Integrated Development Planning for all local 


municipalities. They thus have responsibility for inter-local co-ordination, and for 


links with Provincial and National Departments.  


 


The Local Government: Municipal Planning and Performance Management 


Regulations 2001 (No 796; 24 August 2001), gave detail of Integrated 


Development Planning. One of the issues outlined in the regulation is that a 


financial plan reflected in the municipality’s Integrated Development Plan must at 


least include the budget projection, indicate the financial resources that are 


available for capital project development and operational expenditure.  


  


In 2003, the South African parliament passed the Municipal Finance 


Management Act (Act no 56 of 2003). The Act stipulates amongst other items 


how the municipal Integrated Development Plans should be aligned to the 


municipal budgets. Several circulars were issued to Municipalities from National 


Treasury to give effect to the Act. 


 


In addition to legislation, a set of Guide Packs on Integrated Development 


Planning has been developed by the national Department of Provincial and Local 
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Government. These provide guidance on all aspects of the Integrated 


Development Planning, including its methodology, institutional organization, the 


form of public participation, including the way in which cross-cutting issues can 


be incorporated into planning. These Guides have been highly influential in the 


way Integrated Development Plans are conceptualized and carried out. In 


addition, the National Government has also facilitated the establishment of 


Planning and Implementation Management Support Centers (PIMS Centers) to 


assist local authorities with the development and implementation of Integrated 


Development Plans (United Nations Development Programme - South Africa: 


2002). 


 


According to the Integrated Development Planning methodology in Integrated 


Development Planning Guide III from the Department of Provincial and Local 


Government (2000: 28) the South African system of Integrated Development 


Planning is a process by which municipalities prepare five-year strategic plans 


that are reviewed annually in consultation with communities and stakeholders. 


These plans seek to promote integration by balancing social, economic and 


ecological pillars of sustainability without compromising the institutional capacity 


required in the implementation, and by coordinating actions across sectors and 


spheres of government. 


  


Planning is a neutral but action-oriented activity or process consisting of thought 


processes and successive related actions aimed at seeking alternative methods, 


making proposals and the methods by which they might be achieved. It is a 


dynamic process which changes with changing circumstances and is aimed at 


obtaining a future desired situation. In the public sector, planning is however, 


always future oriented, never static and always flexible (Hanekom 1987: 49-50). 


This necessitates an annual review for the Integrated Development Plans.  


 


According to McKay (2001: 16), prior to 1994, local government was mainly 


concerned with service provision and the implementation of regulations. 
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However, with the introduction of the Constitution and new legislative and policy 


frameworks, the role of local government expanded to a large extent. 


Municipalities are now required to be developmental in their approach. Integrated 


Development Planning for municipalities is imbedded in the formulation of 


focused plans that are based on developmental priorities. This approach will 


assist with the curbing of wasteful expenditure and perpetual spending patterns. 


Thus, the adoption of a more business-oriented approach is not aimed at running 


the municipality like a profit-bound company, but rather to ensure that scarce 


resources are allocated and spent effectively (Department of Constitutional 


Development, 1998: 49). 


 


In addition to ensuring that all citizens have access to at least a minimum level of 


basic services, Lynelle (1997: 81-83) states that municipalities must now also 


take a leading role in addressing poverty and inherited inequalities, and in 


promoting local economic and social development and democracy. Thus, service 


delivery should not merely be aimed at present demands, but municipalities are 


also required to make informed projections about and anticipate future demands 


in order to ensure effective, efficient and sustainable service delivery over the 


short, medium and long term. 


 
 Furthermore, municipalities have to incorporate a wide range of sectoral 


programmes such as water, health and small business development into their 


own municipal development programs, and also comply with the requirements of 


a variety of national legislation aimed at facilitating development. Local 


government should incorporate strategic business principles in its planning and 


management activities, in order to fulfill its prescribed developmental role. Such 


development should be aimed at the optimization of the available resources to 


alleviate poverty and promote sustainable economic and social development 


(Department of Provincial and Local Government, 2000: 39-40). 
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The Division of Revenue Act (2004) emphasized that it is also crucial that a 


municipality deals with the phased implementation of the Municipal Finance 


Management Act (MFMA), which took effect on 1 July 2004. A series of 


implementation and training workshops were held in May 2004, at which 


municipalities were assisted in preparing for its implementation.  


 


In another National Treasury Circular (2005), municipalities are given guidelines 


on how to develop Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plans (SDBIP) 


as required by the Municipal Finance Management Act (Act no 56 of 2003). 


According to the circular, the budget gives effect to the strategic priorities of the 


municipality and is not a management or implementation plan. The SDBIP, 


therefore, serves as the contract between the administration, council and 


community expressing the goals and objectives set by council as quantifiable 


outcomes that can be implemented by the administration over the next twelve 


months. This provides the basis for measuring performance in service delivery 


against end-of-year targets and implementing the budget. The SDBIP is a key 


management, implementation and monitoring tool, which provides operational 


content to the end of the year service delivery targets set out in the budget and 


Integrated Development Plan.  


 


2.4. LOCAL AGENDA 21 AND ITS CONTEXT IN IDP IN SOUTH AFRICA 


 


United Nations Development Programme - South Africa (2002: 12- 13) states 


that the Integrated Development Planning approach was introduced in 1996 as a 


form of strategic planning for local government in South Africa. It is the principal 


planning instrument that guides and informs all planning and decision-making in 


municipalities throughout the country. Integrated Development Planning 


embraces many of the characteristics of Local Agenda 21 (LA21) in terms of its 


underlying philosophy, principles and processes and consequently represents a 


key vehicle for local government to fulfill its developmental role. 
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In many respects, the legally required Integrated Development Planning process 


can be regarded as South Africa's response to the international Local Agenda 21 


(LA21) mandate. Sustainability principles and participatory approaches are seen 


as key to developing a plan that responds to local needs, conditions and 


capacities.  


 


Everyone has the right to have the environment protected for the benefit of 


present and future generations, through reasonable legislative and other 


measures that secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural 


resources, while promoting justifiable economic and social development (Act 108 


of 1996). The concept of sustainable development is entrenched in our Bill of 


Rights and runs through all the major policy documents that have been 


promulgated since 1994. This policy direction places special emphasis on 


development that is people-centered, environmentally sound and participatory in 


nature. To ensure development that is relevant to the different provinces, cities 


and towns with their different, economic, social and environmental conditions, the 


Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) places a lot of responsibility for development on 


local authorities. The Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) gives the following mandate 


to local authorities: 


 


 Provide democratic and accountable government for all communities. 


 Ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner. 


 Promote social and economic development. 


 Promote a safe and healthy environment. 


 Encourage the involvement of communities and community organizations 


in the matters of local government.  


 


This means that local people can directly influence the development agenda in 


their town or city by influencing the local government and becoming involved in 


some of the planning processes local authorities are compelled to follow. 
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2.5. IDP CHALLENGES 


 


2.5.1. Challenges Associated with the Link Between the IDP and Budget 


 


Municipalities have a primary responsibility of providing services to the 


community that will make a better life for all. They also have a primary 


responsibility to ensure that they involve the community in devising the plan to 


follow in delivering those services. This plan is the Integrated Development Plan. 


An Integrated Development Plan will only be delivered, however, if enough 


resources (people, money, land and assets) are directed towards the priorities in 


the in it. This means that unless there is a direct relationship between the budget 


and the Integrated Development Planning, the goals of the Integrated 


Development Plan will not be achieved. Making the link between the annual 


budget and the Integrated Development Planning priorities is essential. This will 


ensure that the money the municipality spends in a year is actually used to 


deliver Integrated Development Planning priorities. This priority needs have been 


identified by the community through the Integrated Development Planning 


process. So, the communities have an expectation that the services they have 


identified as priorities will be delivered (Griffin 2005: 123 – 124). 


 


Many of the development problems of the urban area can be ascribed to the lack 


of appropriate urban development planning. Given the prevailing conditions in 


these urban areas, urban development planning can be regarded as inadequate 


or inappropriate. Urban areas are often experiencing problems such as 


settlement patterns, unemployment, income distribution, socio-economic needs, 


a limited finance base, political and institutional development problems, 


inadequate infrastructure provision and maintenance. The focus has quite often 


been on physical planning rather than on urban development plans which focus 


on economic development, employment and income generation and the 


improvement of the economic base (Coetzee 1989: 283). 
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Conyers and Hills (1990: 166-169), write about a process of planning-budgeting 


which have the aim to strengthen the links between planning and budgeting. 


According to them one of the factors which hamper plan implementation is the 


lack of coordination between planning and budgeting. If the plan is to be 


meaningful, it should be reflected in the budget. If the plan goes one way and the 


budget another, the plan is simply ignored. 


 


However, although the significance of this relationship has long been recognized, 


there is still a noticeable gap between planning and budgeting in many 


developing countries in Africa, Latin America and Asia and a surprising lack of 


concern with budgeting in much of the literature in development planning. The 


reasons for this include fundamental differences in the objectives and methods of 


planning and budgeting and in the attitudes and interests of planners and 


budgeters. This idea is supported by Catanese and Snyder (1998: 141) who 


state that the need for integrating the planning and finance functions in urban 


government would seem to be obvious. Virtually every local government decision 


or action must be articulated in a financial form. Nevertheless, the planning and 


finance functions within local government often operate more or less 


independently. The reason for this lies in the historical developments of the two 


fields. 


 
Most attempts at developing planning-budgeting systems can be traced back to 


the experience in the USA in the 1960s. A system known as the planning – 


programming – budgeting system (PPBS) was introduced at the federal level. As 


its name suggests, PPBS consists of three main elements which are planning, 


programming and budgeting (Mhone and Odighedi 2003: 186). This was an 


attempt to link plans with budgets.  


 


Craythorne (1994: 476) argues that the object of the budget is, or should be, to 


meet the needs. In the operating budget this is relatively simple because the 


budget represents loan charges (If the municipality is still servicing past debts), 
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salaries and wages, and other staff costs, and normal operational costs, with 


perhaps minor purchases of furniture and equipment. It is the capital budget 


which reflects the development policies of a council and the needs of its 


community, and, as resources are never sufficient, thought must go into framing 


the budget which meets the needs according to priorities. According to Cameron 


(1999: 51) local government could not be the tier of government that subsidizes 


the poor. That function can be best done by National government. The National 


government is the only tier of government able to secure the equitable 


distribution of public resources on the bases of need. This is best reflected by the 


division of revenue which is conducted by National Treasury on annual bases.  


 


The primary goal of planning and implementation according to Gildenhuys (1997: 


108) is to ensure efficient and effective management and administration. 


Efficiency in this regard refers to the relationship between the goods and services 


and the resources used. Efficiency delivers the maximum results for any given 


combination of resources, or uses the minimum resources for any given quantity 


and quality of goods and services rendered to the public. 


 


A total work plan or action plan is prepared for implementation and that the costs 


of components of this plan are provided. The total costs aggregated from all work 


plans constitute the budget for envisaged development efforts. The relationship 


between a plan and a budget must be close, which implies the budget must be 


considered as the financial counterpart of the public sector plan and this 


guarantees the implementation of the plan (Beenhakker 1980: 147). This view is 


supported by Fox & van Rooyen (2004: 132) who state that along with the rise of 


good governance and urban management in South Africa, the strategic plans 


called Integrated Development Plans at municipal level are also seen as 


providing the frameworks, or rather, the business plans according to how the 


municipalities have to be managed. Provision is also made in the Municipal 


Systems Act of 2000 (Act no 32 of 2000) for the setting up of performance 
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management systems to facilitate the monitoring and evaluation of the 


implementation of the Integrated Development Plans.  


 


2.5.2. Challenges Around Strategic Financial Planning and Management 


 


It is necessary for municipalities to move from financial accounting to strategic 


financial management. Financial accounting concentrates on monitoring how 


much is being spent. This means it is about controlling spending and monitoring 


income and capital expenditure from a purely financial perspective to make sure 


that the budget is being used properly. Strategic financial management requires 


a change in mindset. It is about thinking what the money is buying, and whether it 


is buying the right things in accordance with the priority demands set out in the 


Integrated Development Plan. One of the first steps therefore in moving to a 


strategic financial budgeting process is to think in terms of outcomes and outputs 


rather than just inputs (Griffin 2005: 123 – 124).  


 


According to Griffin (2005: 123 – 124), strategic financial management is about 


ensuring that Integrated Development Planning priorities drive the budget 


allocations. It helps in pushing the municipality to achieve the Integrated 


Development Planning outcomes and this means that decisions today will be 


good for the future. It is also about challenging the current allocation of budget in 


order to shift resources around. The relationship between the budget and the 


Integrated Development Planning is like the chicken and the egg. Questions are 


usually asked whether the budget informs the Integrated Development Planning 


or the Integrated Development Planning informs the budget. Practice has proven 


that the Integrated Development Planning must inform the budget. The 


Integrated Development Planning sets the bases for translating into financial 


terms, activities that will deliver services.   


 


The contribution of Integrated Development Planning and budget processes 


creates a complex and dynamic management environment for municipal 
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managers and elected officials. For ease of decision making, it is important to be 


able to understand the Integrated Development Planning and the budget 


information. Currently in most municipalities the budget is more often formatted 


and presented as a series of line items related to departmental spending which 


makes it difficult to see what strategic Integrated Development Planning priorities 


the budget lines are delivering. It is far more helpful for decision makers if the 


information is presented in a form that shows connections between the priorities 


in the Integrated Development Plan and the spending and income plans in the 


budget (Griffin 2005: 123 – 124).  


 


According to Cameron (1999: 51), traditionally, financial matters have been seen 


by many municipalities as being the responsibility of the Finance Department 


alone. Strategic financial management needs finance and Integrated 


Development Planning staff and the heads of departments which deliver services 


to be involved. This means that those responsible for service delivery have to 


take responsibility for spending the budget to meet outputs and outcomes that 


deliver the services and priorities identified in the Integrated Development Plan. 


 


2.5.3. Public Participation in the IDP 


 


One of the objects of local government in terms of the Constitution is to 


encourage the involvement of communities and community organizations in local 


government. The Municipal Systems Act, no 32 of 2000, states that a 


municipality must develop a culture of municipal governance that complement 


formal representative government with a system of participatory governance. 


According to the Act, the municipality must foster participation in the Integrated 


Development Planning process; the evaluation of its performance through 


performance management; the budget process and strategic decision through 


service delivery. The municipality must enable participation through capacity 


building in the community and among staff and councilors (McKay 2001: 53). 
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Bekker (1996: 132) argues that the process of planning cannot succeed without 


some participation, while at the same time it cannot afford to be dominated by 


participatory process. The process of planning begins with the determination and 


establishment of a needs. It is important that before any planning can be 


undertaken, the needs which exist in the society have to be established. This 


implies that information regarding the relevant needs must be collected. Du Toit 


et al (2002: 65-66) supported this idea when they stated that development is 


what the community and its representatives want to see happening. It is a 


process of change which implies positive improvement. Movement from an 


unsatisfactory situation to a more desired situation could imply that an individual, 


a household, an institution, or a state moves from one situation to a better 


situation. 


 


De Vak and Wekwete (1990: 16-17), describe decentralization as a means of 


increasing the numbers of people involved in planning and implementing 


development activities and increasing the influence of those at local level and 


also those at the centre or higher levels. Such participation can help to legitimize 


the planning process and ultimately the government as a whole. It also increases 


people’s confidence and self esteem. This is supported by Long (2001: 159) who 


argues that although participation of primary stakeholders in the preparation and 


implementation phases of projects is recognized as essential, earliest 


participation in the project formulation, later in monitoring, during implementation 


and finally in evaluation is very small. Moreover, the quality of such participation 


is not always what it should be. Planning as a local government activity generally 


denotes the processes of trying to inform decisions about allocating the use of 


resources of all kinds. As such, it is at once potentially highly political and an 


alternative to purely political allocation processes (Parnell et al 2002: 40). 


 


An Integrated Development Plan expresses the vision and the development 


priorities of a municipality and its residents. The meaningful participation of all 


constituents and stakeholders is essential to make the municipality’s vision a 
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reality. McKay, (2001: 53 – 54) states that the community participation process 


should: 


 


 Ensure the fullest support of residents and stakeholders.  


 Mobilize community and private-sector resources to make the most of 


growth and development strategies.  


 Provide a foundation for future development initiatives.  


 


2.5.4. The Link Between the IDP and the Provincial Growth and 


Development Strategy (PGDS) 


 


In terms of the Limpopo Growth and Development Strategy, national and 


provincial development programmes have to be included in Integrated 


Development Planning. The Department of Local Government and Housing is 


mandated by the Municipal Systems Act of 2000, to approve Integrated 


Development Plans provided there are no clashes between the municipalities 


and no inconsistencies with provincial and national objectives. It is thus essential 


that projects of departments should be aligned to the Integrated Development 


Plans of municipalities in order to ensure that Integrated Development Planning 


and implementation takes place (Limpopo Growth and Development Strategy, 


March 2000: 23 – 25). 


 


Provincial and municipal engagement with regard to development planning is 


essential to establish common understanding in terms of development policies, 


strategies and trajectories. Such interaction would promote the role of district and 


local government as implementing agents of national and provincial development 


objectives. Furthermore, it provides a platform for district and local government to 


inform the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy during the cyclical 


revision process. This engagement process should be part of a continuous 


provincial-municipal planning cycle that is syncronised with the annual budgeting 


cycle (Limpopo Growth and Development Strategy, March 2000: 23 – 25). 
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On economic growth, the objective is to increase economic growth at a rate that 


will raise the contribution from Limpopo Province towards national wealth 


creation from the current 6.5 percent (2001) to percent by 2010 and to 12 percent 


by 2020. This is referred to as the economic vision 2020 (Limpopo Growth and 


Development Strategy, March 2000: 23 – 25). 


 


The strategy is to adopt the development cluster value chain approach as a 


vehicle to raise the international competitiveness and the investment rating of the 


province, to combine public and private sector contributions to development and 


to align the interventions of various public development institutions for greater 


impact. In practical terms, it means that the value chains of emerging 


development clusters have to be mapped and their location has to be described. 


It should be noted, that these are by no means the only cluster developments 


within the various districts. Other development clusters should also be identified 


and promoted over time, but it is important to start with a manageable number in 


order to achieve the momentum required to extend the value chain of each 


cluster. The identified clusters which involve Vhembe District are as follows: 


 


 Fruit and vegetable clusters on the Phalaborwa corridor (Mopani and 


Vhembe Districts) 


 Red and white meat cluster ( All districts) 


 Tourism clusters at a number of high-potential destinations including 


Limpopo Valley whose anchor projects include Mapungubwe and the 


Land of Legends (Limpopo Growth and Development Strategy, March 


2000: 38 – 40).  


 


2.5.5. Recent Practical Challenges to Service Delivery 


 


Recently people went into the streets in different areas in South Africa in protest 


against the slow pace of service delivery. It is alleged in the Sowetan (2005: 05: 
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31), that for two years, residents of Intabazwe township, in Harrismith, who own 


flush toilets have been the envy of some of their neighbours – those who still use 


the bucket system to relieve themselves. Two years ago, Maluti-A-Phofung 


Municipality’ assisted by Rand Water, launched a project to replace the 


unhealthy bucket system with flush toilets. The toilets were installed but fifty-five 


houses are still waiting for them. Rand Water which had donated R264 000 for 


the completion of the project, says the council ran out of money. 


 


On the other hand, Thembisa residents who have been on the waiting list for low 


cost houses for almost ten years staged a march calling on Housing Minister 


Lindiwe Sisulu that the Ekurhuleni Municipality had corrupt officials. The march 


was just one of the similar mass demonstrations staged against poor service 


delivery by angry communities (Sowetan 2005: 05: 31). On the protests which 


took place in three provinces – Free State, Northern Cape and Western Cape, 


the Minister of Housing, Sisulu, described them as not centred around housing 


but on service delivery problems such as provision of water, sanitation and the 


upkeep of streets.  


 


Municipalities are now required to align with national and provincial spheres of 


government in the delivery of national and provincial developmental programmes 


at local level. This is very important for cooperative governance. It has been 


stated in the Sunday Times Metro of 2005: 05: 22 that Pretoria is to get an R11 


billion face lift as part of the national government’s plans to turn it into “Africa’s 


Capital City”. The Tswane Inter City programme expected to get the go-ahead 


from the Cabinet soon, will represent one of the biggest face-lifts a South African 


city has received since 1994. The Tswane Municipality will eventually cough up 


two billion rands for the project while the national government will spend an 


estimated nine billion rands. There are still enormous challenges facing different 


spheres of governments in other parts of the country to engage themselves in 


this kind of cooperation. 
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Some of the resources of the municipalities are squandered by the municipal 


officials who are engaged in fraud, corruption and nepotism. What happened 


recently in the Mafikeng Municipality is the case in point. According to an article 


on the Sowetan (2005: 06: 15), the Acting Director of Finance in the Mafikeng 


Municipality, Steven Jacobs was educated up to standard eight, yet he earns an 


annual salary of about R400 000. Jacobs (44) faked his qualifications and has 


cheated the North West municipality for the past twenty months. He also 


allegedly paid off his R500 000 home in two years.  


 


2.6. CONCLUSION 


 


This chapter discussed the historical background of the Integrated Development 


Planning in South Africa, legislative framework which guide and require the 


development and implementation of municipal Integrated Development Plans 


and the problems and dynamics regarding the Integrated Development Planning. 


The value of the Integrated Development Planning, financial implications of the 


Integrated Development Planning, public participation and the role of Provincial 


and National Government Departments in the Integrated Development Planning. 


 


This literature survey points out the way in which the Integrated Development 


Planning should be developed and implemented. However, the literature survey 


also pointed out the challenges faced by different municipalities in terms of 


making sure that the Integrated Development Planning is effective in its role of 


service delivery and development.  
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CHAPTER THREE  


 


3. DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS  


 


3.1. INTRODUCTION 


 


In this chapter, the present researcher presents and analyzes data from 


respondents. The data were collected through unstructured interviews, 


participant observation and documentation. All the people interviewed are 


members of the Integrated Development Planning (IDP) representative forum of 


Vhembe District Municipality and are categorized under government officials and 


members of the community. Report on the findings of the unstructured 


interviews, participant observation and documentation is presented.   


 


3.2. THE METHOD OF PRESENTATION 


 


The presentation is mainly explanatory, supplemented by Frequency Distribution 


(FD) graphs, and some percentages (%) where applicable. Data presentation is  


arranged according to key themes such as perspectives on the success of the 


Integrated Development Planning; the implementation of the Integrated 


Development Planning projects; the challenges of prioritization; stakeholder 


involvement; the cooperation of the three spheres of government to make the 


Integrated Development Planning successful; the alignment between the 


Integrated Development Planning and the budget; and the general comments of 


the respondents with regards to the role and effectiveness of the Integrated 


Development Planning. 


 


3.3. RESEARCH FINDINGS 


 


Government officials were asked ten questions, each relevant to the role and 


effectiveness of Integrated Development Planning on service delivery in the 
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Vhembe District Municipality. Members of the community were asked eight 


questions each.  


 


3.3.1. Perspectives on the success of the IDP  


 
On evaluating the success of the new Municipal Development Planning system, 


which is called the Integrated Development Planning, 100% of the government 


officials responded that the Integrated Development Planning is important 


because of the following factors:  


 


 it ensures the bottom-up approach for development in the sense that it 


starts from the local level upwards;  


 it is a vehicle for public participation in development;  


 it also gives the community the opportunity to identify their projects for 


development;  


 in the Integrated Development Planning, projects are identified and they 


address people’s needs; and  


 during the Integrated Development Planning, processes projects are 


identified from a local level. For example, identified projects go to ward 


committees from where they go to the Local Municipalities after which they 


go to the District Municipality where they are then consolidated. 


 


There are some respondents who felt that although the Integrated Development 


Planning is successful, there are still gaps, that need to be filled because of the 


following aspects:  


 


 there are some incomplete projects and dissatisfaction on the part of the 


communities; and  


 the first Integrated Development Plan of 2001 was more of a wish list of all 


the projects that the community needed, without necessarily considering 
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the budget, and only few projects were implemented, even though the 


situation has improved tremendously. 


 


The presence of dissatisfaction, on the part of the communities with regard to the 


successes of the Integrated Development Planning was also highlighted from the 


responses of government officials when asked whether or not they receive 


complaints from members of the community about the ineffectiveness of the 


Integrated Development Planning on service delivery. Almost 100% of the 


respondents said  they receive complaints from the Integrated Development 


Planning stakeholders and they mentioned different forms of the complaints as 


stated below:  


 


 Delays in the implementation of the projects that are in the Integrated 


Development Plan, although this comes more in a form of clarity-seeking 


questions;  


 The inefficiency of the officials of the District Municipality with regard to the 


implementation of projects. For example, the municipality is implementing  


Local Economic Development (LED) projects that are supposed to operate 


like businesses yet it is still using government procurement policies 


instead of business policies or a separate procurement policy; 


 Late receipt of invitations and document packages for the Integrated 


Development Planning representative forum meetings always come as a 


complaint on the effectiveness of the Integrated Development Planning; 


and 


 Incomplete projects also invite a lot of complaints from the members of the 


stakeholders of Integrated Development Planning.  


 


The acknowledgement of receipt of complaints by government officials 


contradicted their initial response that the Integrated Development Planning is 


becoming successful. This also indicated that there is still much to be done to 


improve the Integrated Development Planning for successful service delivery.  
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Although the municipality is striving to resolve the complaints by responding to 


questions during the Integrated Development Planning representative forum 


meetings, this proved to be too little too late. On the other hand, even though 


there is also a period that is open for public comments on the draft Integrated 


Development Plan to be done in writing for the District Municipality to respond to, 


this provision is not known by the majority of the citizens of the District 


Municipality. This is because the provision is only done through a notice in the 


newspapers whereas the majority of the citizens in the district are illiterate and 


poor and cannot read or even afford a newspaper. The municipality is not having 


a communication and participation strategy in place to respond well to complaints 


and to inform the communities of the programmes that the municipality is 


engaged but it is only relying on Integrated Development Planning representative 


forum meetings for participation. 


 


3.3.2. The implementation of the IDP projects and their impact 


 


When government officials were asked whether or not they have knowledge of 


projects in the Integrated Development Planning review of a particular financial 


year that were not implemented, 100% of the respondents said they know of 


projects that were at some point supposed to be  implemented but were not 


implemented, and they mentioned a whole range of reasons. Some of the 


projects were only in the Integrated Development Planning but not in the budget. 


Budgetary constraints due to proper alignment of planning with budgeting cause 


some projects not to be implemented. Another factor is the shortage of skilled 


human resources. For example, engineers, technicians etc. This shortage of 


skilled human resources makes the District Municipality to have a lack of 


capacity in terms of project planning and implementation. Some projects are not 


completed as the projected funds in the budget can be consumed by inflation due 


to a lack of proper project costing. 
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The municipal officials raised the issue that the District Municipality does not 


have a cost-recovery strategy to collect funds in areas that it is providing 


infrastructure and services. This is because the District Municipality does not 


have a revenue-collection strategy in place and its billing system is also not 


accurate and up-to-date. Another problem that was raised is that there are no 


investment initiatives done by the District Municipality in terms of property 


ownership. These are some of the problems that prevent the District Municipality 


from having enough funds to implement all the Integrated Development Planning 


projects.  


 


The projects that were not implemented, which were mentioned by the municipal 


officials, include electrification projects; water projects; palisade fence at the fire 


station; erection of fire houses at Vuwani and Saselamani; LED projects which 


were planned a long time ago; and road construction projects. This clearly 


indicates that there are still very critical challenges on the implementation of 


Integrated Development Planning projects that lead to its lack of effectiveness on 


service delivery.  


 


Picture 1: A road to Protea Mphephu Resort 
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On how the beneficiaries reacted on the lack of implementation of the Integrated 


Development Planning projects, the government officials responded that the 


communities were angry and as such they usually they raise concerns during the 


Integrated Development Planning representative forum meetings. In some 


instances the communities never knew about the projects. For example, they 


never knew about erection of palisade fence at the fire station, and so they did 


not show any indication of dissatisfaction. Government officials said that when a 


project is not implemented in a particular financial year, the communities should 


always expect their project to be rolled over and implemented in the years to 


come. 


 


The municipal officials identified the main reasons leading to some Integrated 


Development Planning projects not being implemented as the lack of synergy 


between the Integrated Development Planning and the budget of the District 


Municipality. They said most of the projects that are identified in the Integrated 


Development Planning are not being checked against the resources that are 


available or anticipated by the District Municipality in order to finance those 


projects. Another reason is that the organizational structure is not aligned with 


the strategic objectives of the organization. This means that people are not 


properly placed to deliver the objectives of the Integrated Development Planning. 


This hinders the implementation of most of the projects. It is not being ensured 


that only projects that are budgeted for become the only ones that appear in the 


Integrated Development Plan.  


 


Another critical challenge is to make the income projections of a particular 


financial year and also include the grants that the municipality is receiving. The 


budget of the Sector Departments are not known by the municipality in order to 


do proper planning. The District Municipality does not know what Sector 


Departments are planning to implement in the local area because those 


departments are not participating in the District Municipality’s Integrated 


Development Planning. According to the respondents, the District Municipality is 
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also not doing much to lobby funds from other areas, such as donor 


organizations, so as to increase service delivery. 


 


The present researcher studied the Integrated Development Planning document 


and its review documents of the past four years. He realized that the Five Year 


Financial Plan, which should form the backbone of the Integrated Development 


Planning sector plans, is a huge document that is not user-friendly and it failed to 


capture the needs of the municipality. This document is hardly referred to by 


Municipal Officials when doing financial planning of the municipality and even 


during the Integrated Development Planning processes. This view is supported 


by the (Member of the Executive Committee) MEC’s Integrated Development 


Planning Assessment Report, 2003 on Financial Plan when it states that the 


Integrated Development Plan does not contain an adequate financial plan. The 


District Municipality does not have a financial plan that abides by the 


requirements of the Municipal Systems Act and its regulations, which includes 


budget projections, the financial resources that are available for capital project 


development and operational expenditure and a financial strategy that defines 


sound management and expenditure control, as well as ways and means of 


increasing revenues and external funding during the review process. This could 


have ensured that resources for implementation have adequately been 


considered and enable the District Municipality to critically prioritize its projects 


on the basis of available resources. 


 


According to the MEC’s Integrated Development Planning assessment 


comments for Vhembe District Municipality, 2003, the projects are generally 


insufficiently specified for implementation as there is insufficient or unspecific 


details provided with regard to the necessary information to facilitate the 


implementation of projects. It is unclear what the time-frames are for 


implementation as they are only indicated as twelve months periods with no 


indication of when the starting date is or as on-going. Many projects do not have 


performance indicators. Delivery targets have been confused with target groups. 
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It is also quite unclear what the proposed budgets are based on. There is no 


indication of the projected revenue and it can thus not be determined whether 


either the operating or capital expenditure requirements of the projects can be 


met by the District Municipality. The municipality did not take steps, during the 


review, towards securing funding for projects and indicating which projects have 


been sufficiently funded by outside sources.  


 


On what the municipal officials think can be done to ensure that all projects in the 


Integrated Development Plan are implemented, they said it is difficult to say that 


all projects will be implemented, unless there is a budget attached to them. 


According to them, there are two challenges, namely lack of capacity in terms of 


skills to implement the projects and the financial constraints. The municipality 


does not have an organogram that is aligned with its vision, mission and the 


strategic objectives, which are the pillars of any properly formulated Integrated 


Development Plan. This is why economical, efficient and effective service 


delivery will not take place as there will be no human resources in place to make 


sure it does. Institutional capacity in terms of skilled human resources is still 


lacking.  


 


Targets and time-frames are not set when projects are implemented. Officials of 


the District Municipality do not show commitment and dedication in the execution 


of their duties, especially in areas whereby projects are not implemented and 


some are not completed. On the other hand, the Technical Services and 


Community Services Departments, which are directly linked to service delivery, 


do not get the proper support from other departments such as Finance, Human 


Resources and Administration to enable them to conduct their duties properly 


usually because of rigid bureaucracies that are involved in procurement, internal 


communication etc. Procurement processes can take up to six months before a 


service provider is appointed. This results in huge rollovers of the budgeted 


amounts of money to the next financial year. All of this happens because the 


District Municipality does not have capacity, and it eventually outsources the 
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projects to external service providers, but still there is a lack of capacity in 


managing these external service providers. In most cases, the District 


Municipality hires other service providers to manage these consultants.  


 


Graph 1: Stakeholders’ Knowledge of Implemented IDP projects 


 


 


When members of the community were asked of their knowledge of the 


Integrated Development Planning projects that were not implemented during the 


Integrated Development Planning processes, 37.5% of the respondents said they 


know of some. Half of them (50%), said they do not know of any. The remaining 


12.5% of the  respondents said they do not have a comment on this question. 


The ones who said they know mentioned the youth centre that was supposed to 


be built for two million rands and was not built. There are others who did not 


mention any specific project, but just indicated that there are many projects which 


appear in the Integrated Development Planning review documents and are not 


implemented. Some said that in another meeting they were told of a list of 


projects that were supposed to be implemented and were not. They said they 


know that the District Municipality was supposed to built a certain road and a 


dam but it did not. 


 


The respondents went further to mention that they know of an HIV/AIDS project 


that is budgeted for in every financial year’s Integrated Development Planning 
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review but is never implemented. The other projects that were indicated are 


Local Economic Development (LED) fishery project, which was supposed to be 


funded by the municipality but was not and some sewerage systems, to mention 


but a few. Business members complained that some of the reports about the 


implementation of the Integrated Development Plans are not correct. For 


example, the fire station in Mutale was reported as hundred percent complete 


whereas it was not.  


 


The respondents also complained of the Integrated Development Planning 


projects that are completed but not operational. For example, the Mutale Fire 


Station, Masisi Community Hall, Makuya Multi-Purpose Community Centre, 


Thohoyandou Disaster Management Centre (see picture below) and some LED 


projects. 


 


Picture 2: Thohoyandou Disaster Management Center 


  


         (This centre is complete but not operational) 


 


The respondents also acknowledged the fact that they know of projects that are 


complete and functional and have a positive impact on the lives of the people. 


For example, most of the water projects, and some that are still under 
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construction and developments are going on smoothly, this includes the likes of 


the Hollywood Garage to Makwarela road (see picture 3 below). 


 


Picture 3: Hollywood Garage to Makwarela Road Surfacing Project. 


 


(Construction is going on smoothly on this road) 


 


Data analysis reflected that 50% of the respondents who indicated that they do 


not know of any project that was not implemented said that they only know that 


the projects are not sustainable and they do not have an impact on the lives of 


the people. There are some who said that no project is being implemented in 


their ward since municipalities came into being in the year 2000. There are also 


others who said that roads and bridges were washed away since the year 2000 


floods and nothing has been done since.  


 


The remaining 12.5% of the respondents did not want to comment on the  


question of project implementation as they do not have much knowledge about it. 


Generally, all members of the community did not have first-hand information with 


regard to this question. This was basically because they were not directly 


involved with the implementation of the Integrated Development Plan. But the  
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ones who are directly involved are the municipal officials. Members of the 


community would only comment of those projects which are in their own areas. 


Therefore, the most reliable information is that of municipal officials: hundred 


percent of which said they know of projects in the Integrated Development Plan 


that were not implemented. This indicates that there are still critical challenges 


with regard to the implementation of the Integrated Development Plans. 


 


The 62.5% of the respondents suggested issues that can be done to ensure that 


all projects that are supposed to be implemented in a particular financial year are 


implemented. 25% responded that they do not know what can be done and only 


12.5% of the respondents said that they do not have a comment on this question. 


 


It was raised that the main challenge which, makes some projects of the 


Integrated Development Planning not to be implemented, is that the budget is not 


being implemented from the first date of the financial year. Project planning is not 


being done a year before. In addition, projects are not worked at and prioritized 


according to what the District Municipality is having in terms of financial 


resources. “Let the District Municipality put the budget for the projects according 


to what it is having in its coffers, in order to avoid raising the peoples 


expectations unnecessarily”, one of them said.  


 


There are those who discouraged the issue of only thinking of projects that only 


involve the financial resources. “When we think of a project, we only think of 


money. Even if money is not involved, we can still come up with beautiful 


programmes and projects,” they said. They indicated that people should group 


together and speak in one voice. An example of HIV/AIDS project was given as 


one of the projects that people can come up with and use volunteers to educate 


people on how they can prevent infections.  


 


When asked whether or not the Integrated Development Planning projects are 


sustainable and have impact on the lives of the people, members of community 
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felt that it is slow and not enough. When projects are implemented, people can 


get temporary jobs and can learn different skills and expertise but it is happening 


very slowly. A representative of the disabled mentioned that the Integrated 


Development Planning enables them to be taken  into consideration, which 


makes their lives to improve considerably. Although generally the Integrated 


Development Planning projects are not having impact on the lives of the people, 


there are a few of them that are being implemented and are improving people’s 


lives tremendously. .  


 


Picture` 4: IDP Water Projects at Mukovhawabale  


 


(One of the successful projects) 


 


Although the Integrated Development Planning is having a minimal impact, it is 


failing dismally on sustainability, especially on the Local Economic Development 


(LED) projects, which only run for few months before collapsing. Both scarce 


resources and poor project management limit the impact of the IDP, according to 


these respondents. 
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Whilst the minimal impact of the Integrated Development Planning is there, it is 


slowed down by the lack of support from Ward Councillors. Lack of capacity from 


members of the Integrated Development Planning structures also slackens the 


serious impact. It is also worsened by people who do not attend the Integrated 


Development Planning meetings regularly. The respondents also complain that 


NGOs do not get the portion of the budget and thus they cannot feel the impact 


of the Integrated Development Planning.  


 


Collected data reflect that 12% of the respondents, who think the Integrated 


Development Planning is totally not having sustainability and impact, mentioned 


the following factors: The inputs that they make as stakeholders are not taken 


into consideration. At the end, what is planned is not what they want and thus will 


not have the desired impact on their lives. The fact that Councillors are not doing 


their work of reporting back to the people, kept on coming back even in this 


question. The other issue that kept on coming is that Officials do not report on 


current projects, instead, they report on projects implemented some years ago. 


This is also supported by what the present researcher has observed, that in the 


middle of 2005/2006 financial year, the Municipal Officials were still reporting on 


the implementation of the 2004/2005 Integrated Development Planning projects.  


 


The present researcher’s observation also showed that most of the times the 


cluster heads and managers of different departments in the District Municipality 


fail to table the reports in the Integrated Development Planning Steering 


Committee meetings, and sometimes also in the Integrated Development 


Planning representative forum. Most officials from Government Sector 


Departments do not attend the cluster and task team meetings. Most scheduled 


meetings of the Integrated Development Planning, that is, the Steering 


Committee, Progress and Representative Forum, are either postponed or do not 


materialize. 
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3.3.3. The challenges of prioritization  


 


Graph 2: Community Members’ Inputs on IDP Priorities and Projects 
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The remaining 33.3% of the officials stated that it is difficult to say that the 


projects are informed by inputs from members of the community because of the 


following reasons:  


 


 If the Integrated Development Planning priorities and projects were 


informed by inputs from members of the community, there was supposed 


to be no protests from communities because they will be knowing exactly 


what the municipality is implementing at a particular time given that it 


would be coming from them as the ones who identify projects;  


 At district level, they only consolidate what comes from the local 


municipalities and they are not in a position to know whether or not the 


Integrated Development Planning priorities and projects were informed by 


inputs from communities; and  


 Another problem is concerning the projects that are implemented by 


national and provincial Sector Departments. This is because Sector 


Departments are reluctant to participate in the Integrated Development 


Planning process. This makes them to impose projects on communities 


without proper consultation. Parastatals such as Eskom and Telkom are 


also doing the same. 


 


Graph 3: Stakeholders’ Inputs on IDP Priorities and Projects 
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When members of the community themselves where asked whether or not the 


Integrated Development Planning priorities and projects are informed by their 


inputs, about 41.6% indicated that their inputs are not taken into consideration, 


37.5% of the respondents said that their inputs are taken into consideration, 


whereas 20.8% indicated that some inputs are taken into consideration and 


some are not. This indicates a clear contradiction of the views of the officials and 


that of members of the community. It also indicates that there are still serious 


challenges with regard to the prioritization in the Integrated Development 


Planning.  


 


According to the observation made by the present researcher, the Analysis 


Phase of the Integrated Development Planning leaves much to be desired in 


terms of the status quo and service backlogs in the district, given that the 


information used is outdated. This has a negative implication on prioritization and 


budgeting. This is supported by the MEC’s Integrated Development Planning 


assessment comments for Vhembe District Municipality, 2003. According to the 


comments, the Integrated Development Planning identified fourteen priorities. 


This indicates that whilst some prioritization may have taken place, in the review, 


the municipality should prioritize further to reduce the number of priorities. 


Ironically, in the 2005/2006 Integrated Development Planning review, the 


municipality had twenty six priorities, which were even more.  


 


The Assessment Report of the MEC, 2003 goes further to state that most of the 


prioritised issues are broad and unspecific, and are not supported by sufficient 


information or analysis. It appears as if some of the prioritised issues are pre-


determined, sector-based solutions. Analysis of the prioritised issues do not 


indicate where, how much and when. Priority issues do not appear to be totally 


relevant to the current reality sketch provided in the Integrated Development 


Planning document. The lack of explicit linkage between the priority issues and 


the current reality suggests that an analysis of the current realities has had little 


bearing on the prioritised issues.  
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One of the aspects observed by the present researcher is that the Integrated 


Development Planning document is adopted by the representative forum before 


the finalization of the budget, instead of the two running concurrently. This leads 


to a situation wherein most of the projects in the approved Integrated 


Development Plan will not be included in the budget. The end result is that some 


projects in the Integrated Development Plan will not be implemented, whereas 


the communities will be waiting for their projects in the Integrated Development 


Plan to be implemented.  


 


The observation made by the present researcher also revealed that the first 


Integrated Development Plan was a very thick document full of projects that were 


not budgeted for, which led to it being called a “wish list”. However, the alignment 


of the Integrated Development Planning with the budget improved during the 


following years’ reviews. Most of the projects not budgeted for were removed 


from the document but the problem was not totally resolved. Most of the projects 


were still either non-functional or not implemented, and the money for their 


implementation was rolled over to the next financial years. This leaves a little 


space for newly identified projects to find themselves in the Integrated 


Development Planning review document and the budget. The impact of some 


projects takes long to be felt by the beneficiaries as it takes many years for the 


project to be completed.   


 


3.3.4. Stakeholder involvement  


 


When members of the community and business were asked whether or not it is 


important for them to participate in Integrated Development Planning processes, 


only 4.1% of the respondents felt that it is not important for communities and 


business to participate in the Integrated Development Planning processes. The 


other 95.9% of the respondents felt that it is important to participate in the 
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Integrated Development Planning processes. This emphasizes the need to fully 


involve the communities in the Integrated Development Planning process.  


 


Graph 4: Communities’ Participation in IDP 
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The respondents also felt that it is important to participate in the Integrated 


Development Planning processes because it is in terms of the Municipal Systems 


Act that the representatives of different stakeholders of the District Municipality 


should participate and as such it is their legal right. The civil society must know 


the issues that are happening in the government. They believe that no proper 


development will take place if they do not participate in the Integrated 


Development Planning processes. They expressed that it is important to 


participate as they gain some substantial training that is offered in the process. 


They also gain knowledge in the procedure on how projects are funded. They 


can now make inputs in government planning within the district. When plans are 


done, they get views from different areas and different people.  


 


According to the above-mentioned 95.9% of the respondents, the Integrated 


Development Planning is a very good policy and informative, but it becomes 


useless if it is not coordinated well. Some people felt that it is important to 


participate even though at ward level the Integrated Development Planning is not 


effective because Ward Councillors are not disseminating information. The 


District Municipality is doing fine but the Ward Councillors are not doing their 


work. There is a communication gap between the District Municipality, the Local 


Municipality and the wards. 


 


There are respondents who expressed that, in their community meetings, the 


people they represent ask them a lot of questions and, therefore, they are able to 


answer them because they participate in the Integrated Development Planning. 


The communities are now able to tell the government what they want. The 


respondents also felt that it is important to participate because they are at the 


grassroots level and development takes place there. They feel that they are the 


ones who have more information on what shape the development in their areas 


should take. As the people on the ground, they are the ones who are affected 


most.  
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From the present researcher’s observation, the greater portion of the district is 


rural and most people are engaged in farming, but there is a shortage of 


resources to buy the necessary equipment. This is why there are respondents 


who felt that the District Municipality must help them with farming equipment, so 


that they participate in the Integrated Development Planning.  


 


As already mentioned above, 4.1% of the respondents felt that it is not important 


to participate in the Integrated Development Planning process. This is because 


when the Officials of the District Municipality report in the Integrated 


Development Planning representative forums, they only report on projects that 


were implemented a long time ago and not on current issues. The respondents 


felt that this is done intentionally to report on aspects that have been long 


forgotten. They again felt that the officials are afraid to report on projects of the 


current financial year because there may be a lot of difficult questions to be 


asked because of implementation problems, as the Integrated Development 


Planning projects are usually not running smoothly and as planned, and they feel 


it is useless to participate.  


 


Graph 5: Community Inputs on IDP Priorities and Projects 
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When the same members of the community were asked whether or not the 


Integrated Development Planning priorities and projects are informed by inputs of 


the representatives of the stakeholders of Vhembe District Municipality, the 


majority disagreed. This means that although they feel that it is very important to 


participate in the Integrated Development Planning processes, they feel that their 


inputs are not taken seriously by the officials of the municipality. About 41.6% 


indicated that their inputs are not taken into consideration, whereas 20.8% 


indicated that some inputs are taken into consideration and some are not. Only 


37.5% of the respondents said that their inputs are taken into consideration.  


 


The 37.5% of the respondents who said that their inputs are taken into 


consideration supported their response by saying that they suggested a road to 


be built in a certain area and indeed the road was built. This showed that their 


inputs are taken into consideration. They went further to mention that the District 


Municipality invites them to participate in planning, which means that their inputs 


are necessary and are taken into consideration. Another issue that made them 


feel that their inputs are taken into consideration is that the municipality even 


gives them Integrated Development Planning documents to read in order to 


make fruitful contributions and inputs during the meetings. 


 


The respondents went further to indicate that the municipalities are also getting 


into partnerships with the communities in delivering services such as electricity, 


wherein the municipality encourages communities to contribute some funds and 


the municipality top up with a certain amount of money to whatever they have 


contributed. This shows that their inputs are taken seriously. However, they felt 


that the Councillors are not doing their work of linking the District Municipality 


with the people on the ground in different wards. They felt that the information 


should flow from the District Municipality to the Local Municipalities, and from 


there it should flow to different wards within the district but, Councillors are 


blocking the process. 
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According to the findings,  41.6% of the respondents who said that their inputs 


are not taken into consideration raised the issue that the Integrated Development 


Planning representative forums are taken as ceremonies wherein officials of the 


municipality boast on issues that they have achieved, which are not based on 


what was planned. They went further to indicate that when they ask questions, 


they are not responded to, and they are just referred to another structure that 


they do not know. For example, when the youth ask issues related to them, they 


are referred to the District Youth Council, which they do not even know exists 


because they were not informed when it was formed. 


 


There are respondents who indicated that they are representing NGOs in the 


Integrated Development Planning and they feel that they are being looked down 


upon because most of the times when they raise issues they do not get good or 


satisfactory responses from the Municipal Officials and Councillors. They blamed 


Councillors who are not performing their duties and the ward committees that 


they think are just operating without following the guiding principles embedded in 


the Municipal Structures Act. They also said that traditional leaders are not fully 


involved in the processes and without their inputs there could not be progress as 


they are regarded highly and have many followers in their areas.  


 


The respondents also mentioned that they are not asked to make inputs and feel 


that the Integrated Development Planning representative forum meetings are 


called for the members to just come and rubber stamp the decisions of the 


Municipal Officials. “They just call us for information. When we ask questions we 


are suppressed. We are not allowed to speak” said one of the respondents.  


 


Business representatives raised a concern that there is no continuity in the 


members who attend the Integrated Development Planning representative forum 


meetings. This is because stakeholders send different people to the Integrated 


Development Planning representative forums. These people are unable to follow 


what happened in the previous meetings and are therefore unable to make 
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inputs. They felt that their inputs are not taken into consideration because other 


projects are agreed upon so that they must be implemented, others are shelved 


for a long time without being implemented. This proves that  their inputs are not 


taken into consideration. 


 


The remaining 20.8% of the respondents, who said that some of their inputs are 


taken into consideration and some are not, indicated that the documents they 


need to make inputs on are not given to them on time. Sometimes they only 


receive the documents when they are entering the venue, just before the 


beginning of a meeting. This hinders them from making constructive inputs. 


These respondents again indicated that they do not even know how the 


municipality arrived at certain priorities because they were not informed by their 


inputs. However, they went further and mentioned that there is an improvement 


in this regard and some of the inputs are now starting to be taken into 


consideration.              


 


When members of the community were again asked if they are satisfied with the 


platforms given to them for making inputs in the Integrated Development 


Planning, 50% of them responded that the platforms are enough and the other 


50% said that platforms are not enough. The ones who said there are enough 


platforms, supported their answer by saying that the District Municipality contacts 


them every time when there is an Integrated Development Planning meeting. The 


other 50%, who said that they are not given enough platform, supported their 


responses by saying that they are given a short time to prepare for Integrated 


Development Planning meetings because invitations are done in a short notice. 


Packages are distributed shortly before the meetings. 
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Graph 6: Satisfaction on Platforms in the IDP 
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stakeholders receive the packages of the Integrated Development 
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they did not receive them in time, which hinders them to have fruitful 


discussions during the meetings;  


 The present researcher also observed that some stakeholders do not 


bother to collect the packages in time, even when they are contacted by 


the Municipal Officials to do so; and  


 It was further observed by the present researcher that most of the 


stakeholders representing business only participate in the Integrated 


Development Planning during the Project Phase in order to know the 


budget for different projects in the Integrated Development Planning , so 


as to ensure accuracy when bidding for municipal tenders.  


 


The respondents complained that some of the questions they raise in the 


Integrated Development Planning representative forum meetings are not 


answered by government officials, therefore, the Integrated Development 


Planning does not provide enough platforms to speak.  There are shortages of 


documents for discussion and it is difficult for people to have platforms to make 


inputs without documents. The respondents further complained that the 


discussion documents are full of spelling mistakes, especially with regard to 


place names.  The stakeholders are only informed of the decisions that have 


already been taken by Municipal Officials and only called to meetings to adopt 


the document . 


 


3.3.5. The cooperation of the three spheres of government   


 


From the present researcher’s findings, there is no proper cooperation of the 


three spheres of government to make the Integrated Development Planning work 


properly. When municipal officials were asked whether or not they receive 


support from local municipalities and government sector departments, 83.3% of 


the respondents disagreed and they raised the following reasons:  
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 Most of the officials from Sector Departments do not attend the Integrated 


Development Planning representative forum, cluster and task team 


meetings, even though they are required to attend;  


 They also have a lack of understanding of the Integrated Development 


Planning processes; and 


 The Sector Departments only submit the projects that they are 


implementing at local level, which are not informed by participation and 


prioritization by the communities and this is an issue of concern.  


 


With Local Municipalities, the situation is improving. The representatives are 


supposed to attend a progress meeting of the Integrated Development Planning 


in the district wherein they report in terms of progress in the Integrated 


Development Planning review process and its implementation. Initially, the Local 


Municipalities were not attending these meetings, but now the situation is 


improving because they are starting to attend, although attendance is not 


hundred percent and consistent. 


 


Graph 7: Support from Local Municipalities and Government Sector 


Departments  
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 In the LED; the government sector departments and the Local 


Municipalities come to cluster meetings of LED (Economic Cluster) 


whenever they are invited; 


 They also present people who will help the cluster in terms of the skills 


that they posses;  


 When requested, they submit the projects that they are supposed to be 


implemented to form part of the Integrated Development Planning of the 


District Municipality; and  


 The main challenge is that, generally, there are problems in different 


divisions and departments in the municipality whereby departments do not 


honour invitations of the municipality because of attitudes displayed by 


some Municipal Officials, which makes them reluctant to participate. 


 


Municipal Officials responded that they are aware that there are some 


representatives of sector departments who do not know the role they need to 


play in the Integrated Development Planning.  This is why they are engaged in 


different interventions to make sure that they know their role in the Integrated 


Development Planning. Officials responded that they use the Integrated 


Development Planning representative forum meetings to workshop and orientate 


the Integrated Development Planning stakeholders on the Integrated 


Development Planning processes. Some interventions include a capacity building 


programme that is being conducted by Planning, Implementation, Management 


Support (PIMS) Centre whereIN stakeholders are trained on Integrated 


Development Planning methodology and how they should participate in the 


Integrated Development Planning. However, there is a problem of consistency in 


terms of attending the Integrated Development Planning representative forum 


meetings by members of the stakeholders, but so far the municipality is 


encouraging them to have consistency in terms of the people they send to 


represent them. The representatives of the stakeholders are encouraged by 
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Municipal Officials to report back to their stakeholders when they go back after 


the meetings. 


 


The respondents went further to indicate that it is also difficult to analyze whether 


people understand their role in the Integrated Development Planning or not. 


Some members of the community still view the Integrated Development Planning 


as a plan for the officials and Councillors of the municipality.  


 


When asked whether or not the three spheres of government (i.e., National, 


Provincial and Local) work together in harmony to make sure that the Integrated 


Development Planning becomes a reality, the Government Officials responded 


as follows:  


 


 All of the respondents said the spheres of government do not work 


together in harmony to make sure that the Integrated Development 


Planning becomes a reality. They only work together to a certain extent 


but there are still some serious gaps; 


 They argued that the gaps are a result of a lack of understanding of 


Integrated Development Planning by officials from national and provincial 


spheres of government; 


 Those national and provincial Sector Departments also have their own 


planning tools which are the National Spatial Development Framework 


(NSDP) and the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy (PGDS); 


and 


 However, the respondents still feel that the three spheres of government 


are working hard to integrate their planning tools. Efforts have been made 


to harmonize the planning tools of the three spheres of government, viz, 


NSDP, PGDS and IDP, but progress is still very slow. 


 


However, it was also indicated by the respondents that, although there are still 


gaps, the situation is  improving. Spheres of government are starting to speak in 
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one voice. There is no longer an issue of us and them. It has also been noted 


that officials from the national and provincial departments did not get the 


necessary training they need on the Integrated Development Planning processes 


and methodology in order to participate fruitfully. 


 


3.3.6. Link between the IDP and the budget 


 


On whether or not the Integrated Development plans are linked to the budget, 


62.5% of the respondents think that the municipality’s Integrated Development 


Planning review documents are not linked to the budget. One of the respondents 


representing the interest of the youth indicated that they were promised that a 


youth centre worth two million rands will be built, starting from November 


2003/2004 financial year, but it was not built and they were very disappointed. 


They also felt that this was due to a lack of alignment between the Integrated 


Development Planning and the budget, because the project was only in the 


Integrated Development Plan, but not in the budget of the municipality. The 


respondents felt that there seems to be a shortage of funds towards the end of 


the projects, which shows that there was an element of under budgeting that 


resulted from poor project costing and planning that relates to poor budgeting. 


The respondents also went further to mention that they even made inputs to 


indicate the lack of alignment between the Integrated Development Planning and 


budget but nothing is being done to improve on the situation. 


 


It was found that however 25% of the respondents think that the Integrated 


Development Planning review documents of the District Municipality are linked to 


the budget. Most of them did not have information to expatiate their responses. 


They just think that the two are linked as they should. Amongst them, there are 


others who felt that although the Integrated Development Planning reviews are 


linked to the budget, it is the service providers appointed by the District 


Municipality who are problematic. This is because they are inexperienced to do 


projects of a particular magnitude. They end up giving work outputs that are of a 
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less quality, and some of them are even unable to complete the projects or the 


projects can be infested by a lot of problems although they were included in a 


perfect budget. Others blamed the procurement policies of the government that 


favour the historically disadvantaged individuals as well as emerging contractors 


and businesses when allocating tenders. When these projects fail, the 


communities out there will think that the budget allocated was inadequate.  


 


The respondents also felt that there is not much being done about the supply of 


free basic services. There are a lot of indigent people in the district but efforts to 


give them free basic services proved futile. These are the respondents who 


indicated that planning looks very good but there is a problem in implementation. 


Service delivery is not done the way it was planned. This could be a result of 


inefficiency in aligning plans with budgets. These respondents blamed it on the 


Councillors whom they said do not even bother to attend the Integrated 


Development Planning meetings and do not even go back to the villages and 


communities that elected them into office to report.  


 


It was also mentioned that some projects keep on coming back into the 


Integrated Development Planning review because they failed to be implemented 


in the previous financial years. This could be a clear indication that the Integrated 


Development Planning review is not linked to the budget. They said that this is 


also a clear indication that some projects are just put into the Integrated 


Development Planning document as a wish-list. They felt that this is bad because 


it raises people’s expectations for nothing.  


 


The remaining 12.5% of the respondents indicated that they are not aware of 


whether the Integrated Development Planning review document is linked to the 


budget or not, although they felt that it is important that the budget should be 


linked with the Integrated Development Planning. The representatives of 


business stated that it is important to know the budget of the District Municipality 


when it is linked to the Integrated Development Planning because it helps them 
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in pricing when bidding for municipal tenders. Youth representatives said that 


they do not know whether or not the Integrated Development Planning is linked 


to the budget, but what they know is that they do not get anything as the youths 


and the municipality is not willing to help them, especially in alleviating HIV/AIDS 


infections and unemployment. 


 


Graph 8: The IPD/Budget Link 
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makes it possible for the District Municipality to be able to identify projects that it 


needs to implement, the service backlogs are identified; service delivery 


backlogs are prioritized in the Integrated Development Planning process so that 


the District Municipality can deal with the most important ones; the Integrated 


Development Planning is also important because it informs the budget. The 


people identify their needs by themselves and develop strategies on how to 


address their needs; the Integrated Development Planning promotes 


participatory democracy imbedded in the Constitution. In the past, projects were 


just decided in the central government and implemented at local level without 


consulting the local people, which led to most of them being white elephants; and 


the Integrated Development Planning promotes quick delivery of services. There 


are still gaps in the Integrated Development Planning regarding capacity building 


of participants and also in terms of promoting community participation. The 


Integrated Development Planning is a very useful tool but it needs people who 


are efficient to spearhead the process forward.          


 


On the other hand, when members of the community and business were asked 


to make general remarks about the role and effectiveness of the Integrated 


Development Planning on service delivery in the district, they responded as 


follows:  


 


 So far, the Integrated Development Planning is not done correctly, but it 


can be very effective if done correctly by following its methodology and 


guidelines; 


 Integrated Development Planning is still a new concept and more 


meetings are not being held to familiarize it to communities; and 


 Workshops that are conducted on Integrated Development Planning to 


capacitate people on how it works are not enough.  


 


It was again mentioned that Councillors are not doing their job and this makes it 


difficult for the Integrated Development Planning to have a desired impact. 
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Traditional leaders are not given much say in the Integrated Development 


Planning processes, although they still command a huge respect and following, 


especially in rural communities.  


 


Integrated Development Planning is doing very little in terms of service delivery in 


the area of infrastructure development. For example, there is great shortage of 


water in the district. Forums outside Integrated Development Planning, for 


example, Transport Forum, Youth Council, Tourisms Forum and many others, do 


not come to the meetings of the Integrated Development Planning to respond to 


some of the questions related to their forums. Simple language is not used both 


in the documents and during the meetings in order to simplify information and 


offer all the people an opportunity to make inputs.  


 


Integrated Development Planning projects’ performance is not being monitored 


and evaluated on a regular bases. The municipality lacks the capacity to 


implement the Integrated Development Planning projects, which leaves most of 


the projects not implemented and some incomplete. Development in terms of the 


Integrated Development Planning is one sided and not balanced, and other areas 


are getting many projects, whereas others are not getting anything. Integrated 


Development Planning is not doing anything in terms of sourcing out and 


mobilizing funding for community development projects from donor organizations 


and it only relies on government grants.                                   


 


3.4. CONCLUSION 


 


In this chapter, the present researcher analyzed and presented data obtained 


through the interviews, participant observation and documentation. Data from 


respondents including Government Officials, Members of Community were given 


and analysed. Analysis of the observation of the Integrated Development 


Planning review environment, Integrated Development Planning review methods 


and strategies, the budgeting processes, general comments of everybody 


involved and different site visits on projects were also made. The present 
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researcher has analyzed and presented data on the consulted documents, such 


as the Integrated Development Plan, MEC comments and assessment reports, 


Integrated Development Planning hearing report and the municipal budget. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


4.1. Introduction 


 


In this study the researcher disclosed the problems undermining the role and 


effectiveness of Integrated Development Planning for service delivery in Vhembe 


District Municipality. This study should serve as a reference to the council, 


management and stakeholders of Vhembe District Municipality as it evaluates 


the role and effectiveness of Integrated Development Planning. In this chapter 


the findings and conclusions of this investigation will be stated.  


 


The study succeeded in investigating the role and effectiveness of IDP on service 


delivery in Vhembe District Municipality. The research questions, “is there a role 


and effectiveness of the Integrated Development Planning in Vhembe District 


Municipality on service delivery?” and “is the municipal Integrated Development 


Planning in Vhembe linked to the budgets in terms of the Medium Term 


Expenditure Framework (MTEF)?”, were interrogated. The specific objectives of 


the study “to investigate how the Integrated Development Planning impact on 


service delivery” was achieved. This chapter also endeavoured to satisfy the 


second objective by suggesting possible solutions as to how the Integrated 


Development Plans could be strengthened to address service delivery 


constraints and challenges. 


 


4.2. Conclusions  


 


Chapter one of this study outlined the problem statement for this study. It went 


further to state the factors which motivated the researcher to conduct the study. 


The researcher also posed some questions to check the role and effectiveness of 


Vhembe District Municipality Integrated Development Planning. The chapter went 
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further to outline the aims and objectives of the study separating them into 


general objective as well as specific objectives. Definition of important concepts 


was done in order for these concepts to be understood within the context of this 


study. Chapter 1 also focused on the research methodology the researcher 


followed to conduct this study. It is in chapter one where the research design, 


population and sampling, data collection methods and data analysis procedures 


were outlined. It is also in chapter one where the researcher emphasized how 


qualitative research design is relevant and how it will be used in this study. Three 


methods of data collection were identified for use in this study, which are 


questionnaire, observation and documentation. The population for the study was 


the stakeholders for Integrated Development Planning of Vhembe District 


Municipality. This was divided into Government Official and Members of 


Community.   


 


Chapter two of this study looked at the historical background of Integrated 


Development Planning. In doing so it looked at the development planning 


evolution in South Africa together with the Local Agenda 21 and its context in 


Integrated Development Planning in South Africa. Policy and Legislative 


Framework governing the formulation and implementation of the Integrated 


Development Planning in South Africa were also looked into. The chapter ended 


up by outlining the problems and other dynamics associated with linkage of the 


Integrated Development Planning to the budgeting process and also public 


participation and the role of Provincial and National Government Departments in 


the Integrated Development Planning. 


 


The report on how the researcher collected and analyzed data was done in 


chapter 3. This is where the researcher presented data in a descriptive format 


characterized by frequency distribution (FD) tables, charts and graphs. Data 


obtained from different data collection methods were integrated into a single 


report.  
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4.3. Recommendations 


 


Based on the conclusions of the study, the following recommendations are 


drawn: 


 


4.3.1. It is difficult for the District Municipality to perform well in implementing the 


projects of the Integrated Development Planning without having a system in 


place to monitor and evaluate its implementation. It is a legal requirement in 


terms of the Municipal Systems Act of 2000, for all municipalities to develop and 


implement the Performance Management System. This is the most important tool 


to assist the municipality in the monitoring of its Integrated Development Plan. 


This system will put Key Performance Indicators and Targets in all the Integrated 


Development Planning projects to be implemented in the particular financial year. 


The system also makes it simple for the District Municipality to report on the 


implementation of the Integrated Development Plan. This can signal early 


warnings to the projects which are not performing well and early interventions 


can be employed. In terms of the findings of the study, the District Municipality is 


currently not implementing the Performance Management System. 


 


It is recommended that the District Municipality should develop and implement 


Performance Management System. It must set targets for the implementation of 


the IDP and monitor its performance in meeting those targets. The members of 


the community should be given an opportunity to assess the performance of the 


District Municipality. This can be done by road shows to get the feelings of the 


community about the municipality performance. A suggestion box should also be 


put in the municipal premises to afford communities an opportunity to make 


suggestions regarding the service they receive from the municipality. This will 


grant the District Municipality an opportunity to know the community expectations 


and their perceptions about the municipal performance. It is then expected of the 


municipality to fix the problem at hand. 
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4.3.2. The Municipal Official dealing with the Integrated Development Planning 


and the one dealing with the do not engage each other from time to time to align 


the Integrated Plan and budget. This situation contributes to lack of alignment 


between the Integrated Development Planning and budget where some of the 


projects in the Integrated Development Plan are not budgeted for. This is a 


problem which is compromising the role and effectiveness of Integrated 


Development Planning.  


 


It is recommended that a close working relationship should be developed 


between the official dealing with the Integrated Development Planning and the 


one dealing with the budget. This can be done by introducing a sub-committee to 


integrate the two. The said sub-committee should report progress in this regard 


to the Municipal Manager on periodical bases.  


 


4.3.3. Another problem that was found in the study is that Councillors are not 


doing their job correctly. They do not update the communities of the progress 


made in the District Municipal activities. They only go to the communities during 


election time to canvas and make empty promises for them to get re-elected. 


This poses a serious challenges to communities who rely on these Councillors 


for the development of their areas. It also compromises the role and 


effectiveness of the Integrated Development Planning as Councillors should be 


the important stakeholders and custodians of development at local level. Another 


problem in this regard is that Councillors are not capacitated and there are others 


who are even illiterate. These are the people who are required to formulate 


policies for the District Municipality. The lack of skill and capacity make the task 


of policy development more difficult for them. 


  


An assessment tool for Councillors should be developed where Councillors will 


be assessed quarterly. It is recommended that an assessment report should be 


available to Members of the Community. Where Councillors run short of capacity, 


intensive training programmes should be introduced on a periodical bases. 
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4.3.4. It is further recommended that instead of sending municipal officials to 


capacity building programs which are ineffective and expensive; the municipality 


should embark on exchange programmes with best performing municipalities in 


the country and even in the world. The District Municipality can send its officials 


to the good performing municipality for a specific period, for example, a year to 


go and work there with an aim of learning new skills and expertise. When they 


come back they can apply the new skills they have acquired from the other 


municipality. The officials from the best performing municipality can also come to 


Vhembe District Municipality for the same period to work and at the same time 


transferring skills to the other officials of the District Municipality. This will afford 


the employees of the District Municipality to have a practical work experience.  


 


The neighbouring municipalities should enter into agreement to share the 


services of expensive professionals such as engineers because they cannot 


afford to pay them on their own. These professionals with scarce expertise can 


provide services to those municipalities that are in an agreement on a rotational 


bases and the municipalities can share the cost of paying them. This can be 


simplified by means of entering into a service level agreement with those 


professionals. This can make the municipality to save a lot of money and at the 


same time delivering efficient service to its communities.  


 


4.3.5. According to the respondents in this study, the three spheres of 


government, that is, National, Provincial and Local should work together in 


harmony to make the IDP a reality. This should be done in a manner that 


promotes intergovernmental relations and cooperative governance. It has been 


found out that different National and Provincial Government Departments which 


are found in the District are not participating satisfactorily in the Integrated 


Development Planning at the District Municipality as they are supposed to. This 


makes service delivery in the District to be delivered in a disintegrated manner.  
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It is, therefore, recommended that the Presidency should take a lead at national 


level to instruct the National Departments which are available at District level to 


participate in Integrated Development Planning. The national Department of 


Provincial and Local Government should work closely with the Presidency to 


assist each other in this regard. The Minister and Member of Executive 


Committee forum should meet at least once a quarter to assess developments in 


this regard and report to the Presidency so that corrective measures should be 


taken immediately where there are discrepancies. At the provincial level the 


Premier’s office should take a lead to ensure that all Provincial Departments at 


district and local level should send representatives to participate in the Integrated 


Development Planning in each of the municipalities in the Province. The District 


Municipality should report to the Premier’s office the Departments which are not 


sending representatives to the Integrated Development Planning and action 


should be taken against them immediately. This will make government 


Departments to start taking the Integrated Development Plans more seriously 


and therefore promote the role and effectiveness of the Integrated Development 


Planning in service delivery in the District.  


 


4.3.6. The municipalities are highly politicized mainly because they are situated 


at the grassroots level. There is a tendency of political parties in power at the 


municipality to deploy their members in strategic positions in the administrations 


of municipalities. Thus, the political party in control of the District Municipality 


would always want to fill all the strategic positions in the municipality by people 


who are their active political members. This tendency should also take into 


consideration the qualifications, skills and experiences of the who are being 


deployed into these positions. Otherwise this will compromise the role and 


effectiveness of the Integrated Development Planning. Recommendation is made 


that politics and administration interface should be  put stringently under spot 


check by Local Government.    
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4.3.7. Important issue which compromises the role and effectiveness of the IDP 


is the shortage of resources. The municipality is unable to generate its own 


recourses and this makes it to depend on grants for its service delivery. These 


grants are not enough to deal with the enormous service backlogs. The District 


Municipality should be financially viable in order for it to be self sustainable and 


therefore it should generate its own funds. The study found that the District 


Municipality does not have a cost recovery strategy to collect funds in areas that 


it is providing infrastructure and services. This makes the residents of the District 


Municipality not to pay for the services provided by the District Municipality. This 


is because the municipality does not have the revenue collection strategy in 


place and its billing system is also not accurate and up to date. The study found 


that there are no investment initiatives done by the District Municipality in terms 


property ownership.  


 


It is recommended that the municipality should pass bylaws to compel those 


members of the community who can afford to pay for services to do so without 


failure. Legal action should strictly be taken on those who are failing to pay. This 


can be smoothly done when the billing system of the District Municipality is 


accurate and updated and therefore a correct and updated billing system should 


be put in place as a matter of agency. The money collected through this initiative 


should be put into infrastructure development. 


 


Recommendations for further studies: 


 


(A) Harmony between the three spheres of government, that is, National, 


Provincial and Local which are the NSDP, PGDS and the IDP need to be 


investigated. 


(B) The capacity of municipalities to review and implement the Integrated 


Development Planning should be pursued. 
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APPENDIX A 


 


AN OVERVIEW OF THE IDP PROCESS 


 


1. Preparation of the process 


 


There is some preparation work that needs to be done prior to the 


commencement of the planning process. Preparation involves the production of 


an “IDP process plan”. The programme is necessary to ensure proper 


management of the planning process. It must contain the following: 


 Institutional structures to be established for management of 


the process 


 Approach to public participation 


 Structures to be established for public participation 


 Time schedule for the planning process 


 Roles and responsibilities 


 How the process will be monitored 


 


Also as part of the preparation stage, the district municipality, in consultation with 


its local municipalities must adopt a framework for integrated development 


planning. The framework determines procedures for coordination, consultation 


and alignment between the district and local municipalities and therefore binds 


them both. The framework guides each local municipality in preparing its process 


plan.  


 


2. The methodology 


 


The integrated development planning methodology consists of the following 


phases:  


 The Analysis 


 The Strategies 
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 The Projects 


 The Integration 


 The Approval 


 


2.1. Phase 1: Analysis 


 


The analysis phase deals with the existing situation. It is the focused analysis of 


the problems faced by the people in the municipal area. The issues normally 


range from lack of basic services, crime and unemployment. The problems 


identified are weighed according to their urgency. And importance to come up 


with those to be addressed first. i.e. priority issues.  


 


In identifying the problems, the municipality considers people’s perceptions of 


their problems and needs, but also facts and figures. It is important during this 


phase hat the municipality understands not only the symptoms, but also the 


causes of the problems in order to make informed decisions on appropriate 


solutions. Stakeholder and community participation is very critical in this phase. 


The municipality must not make assumptions of what the problems are in the 


area. The people affected should be involved in determining the problems and 


the extent of the problems.  


 


It is important to determine the priority issues because the municipality will not 


have sufficient resources to address all the issues identified by different 


segments of the community. Prioritization assists the municipality tin allocating 


the scarce resources to those issues highlighted as more important and urgent. 


The municipality must be aware of existing resources and of resource limitation 


so that realistic solutions are decided on.  
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The outputs of this phase are;  


 


 Assessment of the existing level of development 


 Priority issues and problems 


 Information on causes of priority issues/problems 


 Information on available resources 


 


2.2. Phase 2: Strategies 


 


Once the municipality understands the problems affecting the people of the area 


and its causes, it must then formulate the solutions to address the problems. This 


phase includes the formulation of the:  


 The Vision – The vision is the statement indicating the ideal situation the 


municipality would like to achieve in the long term. This is the situation the 


municipality would find itself in once it has addressed the problems 


identified in phase one.  


 The development objectives – once the primary issues are identified in 


phase o1, they need to be translated into objectives Development 


objectives are statements of what the municipality would like to achieve in 


the medium term in order to address the issues and also contribute to the 


realization of the vision. In other words the objectives should bridge the 


gap between the current reality and the vision.  


 The development strategies – Once the municipality knows where it wants 


to go (vision) and what it needs to achieve to realize the vision 


(objectives), it must then create strategies. Development strategies 


provide answers to how the municipality will reach its objectives. They are 


strategic decisions about the most appropriate ways and means to 


achieve the objectives.  


 Project identification – Once strategies are formulated, they result in the 


identification of projects. Public participation takes place in Phase 2 in the 
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form of a public debate on the appropriate ways and means of solving 


problems.  


 


Outputs of phase 2 include: 


 


 The vision 


 Objectives 


 Strategies 


 Identified projects 


 


2.3. Phase 3: Projects 


 


Phase 3 is about the design and specification of projects for implementation. The 


municipality must make sure that the projects identified have a direct linkage to 


the priority issues and the objectives that were identified I the previous phases. It 


must also be clear on the target group (intended beneficiaries), the location of the 


project, when it will commence and end, who will be responsible of managing it, 


how much it will cost and where the money will come from. Furthermore, targets 


and indicators are formulated to measure performance and impact of the project.  


 


The outputs of Phase 3 include: 


 


 Performance indicators 


 Project outputs, targets, location 


 Project related activities and time schedule 


 Cost and budget estimates 


 


Designing projects requires input from specialists to work with project formulation 


teams. Stakeholders and communities affected by a particular project participate 


in this phase to ask questions related to project design.  
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2.4. Phase 4: Integration 


 


Once the projects are identified, the municipality must make sure that they bare 


in line with municipality’s objectives, and also with the resource framework, and 


comply with the legal requirements. Furthermore, this phase is an opportunity for 


the municipality to harmonize the projects in terms of contents location and 


timing in order to arrive at consolidated and integrated programme e.g. local 


economic development programme. 


 


The output of this phase is an operational strategy which includes:  


 


 5 year financial plan 


 5 year capital investment plan 


 Integrated Spatial Development Framework 


 Integrated sectoral programmes (LED, HIV/AIDS, poverty alleviation, 


gender equity etc) 


 Consolidated monitoring/performance management system 


 Disaster management plan 


 Institutional plan 


 


2.5. Phase 5: Approval 


 


Once the IDP has been completed, it has to be submitted to the municipal 


council for consideration and approval. The council must look at whether the IDP 


identifies the issues (problems) that affect the area and the extent to which the 


strategies and projects will contribute to addressing the problems. The council 


must also ensure that the IDP complies with the legal requirement before it is 


approved. Furthermore, before the approval of the IDP, the municipality must 


give an opportunity to the public to comment on the draft. Once the IDP is 


amended according to the input from the public, the council considers it for 


approval.  
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The Output of this phase is an approved IDP for the municipality. 


 


3. Provincial Assessment  


 


Once the municipality has adopted its IDP, it must, within 10 days of adoption, 


submit a copy thereof, together with the “Process Plan” and the “Framework for 


the IDP” (in the case of a district municipality), to the MEC of local government in 


the province for assessment. The Municipal Systems Act does not require the 


MEC of the province to approve the IDP, but only to assess that the IDP 


complies with the requirements of the Act and also that it is not in conflict with 


IDPs and strategies of other municipalities and organs of State. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE A: FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 
 


1. You have been involved with the IDP processes of Vhembe District 
Municipality since its inception in the year 2000, how would you 
evaluate the success of this new Municipal Development Planning 
called the IDP? 


 
2. Do you know of any project/programme in the IDP review of a 


particular financial year which was not implemented because of 
budgetary constraints? If yes what was the reaction of the 
beneficiaries? 


 
3. As Government Officials what do you do to make sure that the IDP 


is aligned to the budget of the municipality? 
 


4. Do you receive complaints from the IDP stakeholders and members 
of the community about the ineffectiveness of the IDP on service 
delivery and improvement of quality of their lives? If yes how do you 
strive to resolve those complaints? 


 
5. Do you think that the IDP priorities and projects are informed by 


inputs from the members of the community and why? 
 
6. What do you think can be done to ensure that all projects in the IDP 


which are supposed to be implemented in a particular financial year 
are indeed implemented in that financial year? 


 
7. Do you receive the necessary support you need from the District 


Municipality/Sector Departments in terms of either alignment or 
funding of the IDP projects? 


 
8. What do you do to make sure that the communities know their role 


in the IDP to make sure that they are familiar with its importance?  
 


9. In your view do you think the three spheres of government 
(National, Provincial and Local) work together in harmony to make 
sure that the IDP becomes a reality? 


 
10. Generally remark about the role and effectiveness of the IDP on 


service delivery in the District. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE B: FOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY 
 


1. Why do you think it is important for you to participate in the IDP 
processes? 


 
 


2. Do you think that IDP priorities and projects are informed by your inputs as 
the representatives of the stakeholders of Vhembe District Municipality? 


 
 
3. Do you think the IDP review documents for Vhembe District Municipality 


are linked to the budget of the municipality and why? 
 
 


4. Do you know of any project/programme which was supposed to be 
implemented in a particular financial year and was not implemented 
because of budgetary constraints? 


 
 


5. What do you think can be done to ensure that all projects in the IDP which 
are supposed to be implemented in a particular financial year are indeed 
implemented in that financial year? 


 
 


6. What is your opinion about the sustainability and impact of the IDP 
projects on the lives of the people you represent in the IDP representative 
forum? 


 
 


7. Do you think you are given enough platforms as stakeholders of the 
municipality to make inputs in the issues of Vhembe District Municipality 
IDP? 


 
 
8. Generally remark about the role and effectiveness of the IDP on service 


delivery in the district. 
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APPENDIX D 


         


        Cell: 082 8262 196                                                              P. O Box 4637 


                                                                                                     Thohoyandou 


                                                                                                     0950 


 


                                                                                                     11 August 2005 


 


 


TO: THE INTERVIEWEE ON THE RESEARCH DISSERTATION 


 


1. I hereby wish to kindly request you to participate in a short interview 


schedule for the research dissertation for a Masters in Development from 


the University of Limpopo. 


2. The topic of the research dissertation is “The role and effectiveness of the 


Integrated Development Planning (IDP) in Vhembe District Municipality”. 


3. The duration of the interview will be approximately ten minutes. 


4. Your inputs and responses in this interview are guaranteed to be highly 


confidential. 


5. I hope you will feel free and participate fully in this interview. 


 


Thanking you for your kind acceptance of my request. 


 


Yours truly 


 


___________________ 


TSHIKOVHA N. C. 
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APPENDIX E 


 


Figure 1: A Map Showing the Boundaries of Vhembe District Municipality 


and its Local Municipalities. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


 


In this study the researcher wanted to disclose the problems undermining the role and 


effectiveness of IDP for service delivery in the Vhembe District Municipality. The study 


succeeded in investigating the role and effectiveness of IDP on service delivery in 


Vhembe District Municipality. The research questions: “is there a role and effectiveness 


of the Integrated Development Planning in Vhembe District Municipality on service 


delivery?” and “is there a significant improvement of municipal services since the 


introduction of the IDP process in the year 2000?” and finally, “Is the IDP of Vhembe 


District Municipality Linked to the Budget?” were interrogated. The specific objectives 


of the study which include “investigating how the IDP impacts on service delivery” were 


outlined. The study also endeavoured to satisfy the second objective by suggesting 


possible solutions as to how the IDPs could be strengthened to address service delivery 


constraints and challenges. 


 


The research also looked at the historical background of Integrated Development 


Planning. In doing so, the research looked at the development planning evolution in 


South Africa. Policy and Legislative Framework governing the formulation and 


implementation of the IDP in South Africa were also considered. The study strove to 


outline the problems and other dynamics associated with linkage of the IDP to the 


budgeting process. Public participation and the role of provincial and national 


government departments in the IDP were also looked into.  


 


Three methods of data collection were identified for use in this study, namely: 


unstructured interviews, participant observation and documentation. The population for 


the study comprised the stakeholders for IDP. This was divided into government officials 


and members of community. Purposive sampling was conducted to each group of the 


population. The researcher presented data in an explanatory way. The main problem 


identified on the role and effectiveness of the IDP is its lack of alignment with the budget 


of the municipality. Recommendations were made at the end of the study. 





